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Abstract

Optical character recognition (OCR) of machine printed text is ubiquitously considered
as a solved problem. However, error free OCR of degraded (broken and merged) and
noisy text is still challenging for modern OCR systems. OCR of degraded text with high
accuracy is very important due to many applications in business, industry and large scale
document digitization projects. This thesis presents a new OCR method for degraded
text recognition by introducing a combined ANN/HMM OCR approach. The approach
provides significantly better performance in comparison with state-of-the-art HMM based
OCR methods and existing open source OCR systems. In addition, the thesis introduces
novel applications of ANNs and HMMs for document image preprocessing and recognition
of low resolution text. Furthermore, the thesis provides psychophysical experiments to
determine the effect of letter permutation in visual word recognition of Latin and Cursive
script languages.

HMMs and ANNs are widely employed pattern recognition paradigms and have been
used in numerous pattern classification problems. This work presents a simple and novel
method for combining the HMMs and ANNs in application to segmentation free OCR of
degraded text. HMMs and ANNs are powerful pattern recognition strategies and their
combination is interesting to improve current state-of-the-art research in OCR. Mostly,
previous attempts in combining the HMMs and ANNs were focused on applying ANNs
as approximation of the probability density function or as a neural vector quantizer for
HMMs. These methods either require combined NN/HMM training criteria [ECBG-
MZM11] or they use complex neural network architecture like time delay or space dis-
placement neural networks [BLNB95]. However, in this work neural networks are used
as discriminative feature extractor, in combination with novel text line scanning mech-
anism, to extract discriminative features from unsegmented text lines. The features are
processed by HMMs to provide segmentation free text line recognition. The ANN/HMM
modules are trained separately on a common dataset by using standard machine learning
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procedures. The proposed ANN/HMM OCR system also realizes to some extent several
cognitive reading based strategies during the OCR. On a dataset of 1, 060 degraded text
lines extracted from the widely used UNLV-ISRI benchmark database [TNBC99], the
presented system achieves a 30% reduction in error rate as compared to Google’s Tesser-
act OCR system [Smi13] and 43% reduction in error as compared to OCRopus OCR
system [Bre08], which are the best open source OCR systems available today.

In addition, this thesis introduces new applications of HMMs and ANNs in OCR and
document images preprocessing. First, an HMMs-based segmentation free OCR approach
is presented for recognition of low resolution text. OCR of low resolution text is quite
important due to presence of low resolution text in screen-shots, web images and video
captions. OCR of low resolution text is challenging because of anti-aliased rendering and
use of very small font size. The characters in low resolution text are usually joined to each
other and they may appear differently at different locations on computer screen. This
work presents the use of HMMs in optical recognition of low resolution isolated characters
and text lines. The evaluation of the proposed method shows that HMMs-based OCR
techniques works quite well and reaches the performance of specialized approaches for
OCR of low resolution text.

Then, this thesis presents novel applications of ANNs for automatic script recognition and
orientation detection. Script recognition determines the written script on the page for
the application of an appropriate character recognition algorithm. Orientation detection
detects and corrects the deviation of the document’s orientation angle from the horizontal
direction. Both, script recognition and orientation detection, are important preprocessing
steps in developing robust OCR systems. In this work, instead of extracting handcrafted
features, convolutional neural networks are used to extract relevant discriminative fea-
tures for each classification task. The proposed method resulted in more than 95% script
recognition accuracy on various multi-script documents at connected component level
and 100% page orientation detection accuracy for Urdu documents.

Human reading is a nearly analogous cognitive process to OCR that involves decoding
of printed symbols into meanings. Studying the cognitive reading behavior may help
in building a robust machine reading strategy. This thesis presents a behavioral study
that deals on how cognitive system works in visual recognition of words and permuted
non-words. The objective of this study is to determine the impact of overall word shape
in visual word recognition process. The permutation is considered as a source of shape
degradation and visual appearance of actual words can be distorted by changing the con-
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stituent letter positions inside the words. The study proposes a hypothesis that reading
of words and permuted non-words are two distinct mental level processes, and people use
different strategies in handling permuted non-words as compared to normal words. The
hypothesis is tested by conducting psychophysical experiments in visual recognition of
words from orthographically different languages i.e. Urdu, German and English. Exper-
imental data is analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and distribution free rank
tests to determine significance differences in response time latencies for two classes of
data. The results support the presented hypothesis and the findings are consistent with
the dual route theories of reading.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Replication of human reading process with the help of machines has been an old area
of research in the field of pattern recognition and machine learning [Cle65]. In spite of
this early start, machine reading or optical character recognition (OCR) of degraded text
(broken or merged characters and presence of noise) without human intervention remains
an elusive goal. This thesis introduces a new segmentation free OCR approach using a
combination of artificial neural networks (ANNs) and hidden Markov models (HMMs) for
degraded text recognition. In addition, it provides novel applications of ANNs and HMMs
in document image analysis and recognition. The thesis also contributes in the field of
cognitive psychology by presenting new psychophysical experiments to determine the
impact of overall word shape and importance of letter positions during visual recognition
of words.

Researchers are interested in developing OCR systems due to numerous potential ap-
plications in business and industry. The usage of OCR varies across application areas.
Banking is one of the widely known area where OCR is used for automatic processing
of cheques and other forms. The writing on the cheque can be scanned and recognized
instantly to reduce the wait times in banks. OCR systems enable form processing tools to
extract and read the relevant information from paper based forms. Medical professionals
have to deal with a large volume of forms containing important information about the
patients. It is useful to keep up with all the information by putting it into a central
database digitally, so that the information can be accessed efficiently as required. The
large scale digitization projects need efficient OCR system to convert millions of printed
books and documents to digital archives. Digital archives provide searchable access to
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the content, easy backup facilities and eliminate the need for physical storage of printed
documents.

OCR technology is widely used in many other fields like mail sorting, education, finance
and government or private offices. It automates the reading of addresses on letters and
parcels for efficient mail disbursement. It facilitates in digital archiving of conference
proceeding and journals to make them available for on-line access. Invoice imaging tools
help in many businesses to keep track of financial records. In offices, it simplifies the
collection of data from printed documents for analysis and further usage. In short, OCR
technology has revolutionized the document management process in a wide range of
industries by turning a scanned document image into a computer readable text document.

OCR systems transform a two dimensional image of text, that could contain machine
printed or handwritten text, ideally in any script, from its image representation into
machine readable text. OCR systems usually work in a pipeline and there are several
steps before actual text recognition takes place [Bre08]. A typical OCR system may com-
prises of preprocessing, layout analysis, character recognition and language modeling.
Preprocessing normally includes binarization, noise removal, skew correction and option-
ally script and orientation detection. Layout analysis identifies text columns, text blocks,
text lines and reading order of the text page. Character recognition is responsible for
recognition of the text contained in the text line. Statistical language modeling improves
the text recognition results by integrating prior knowledge about language, vocabulary
and domain of the document. Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of a typical OCR system.

Despite decades of research and existence of many off the shelve OCR systems, output
from OCR processes often contain errors. The ultimate goal of building a reading ma-
chine, having the same reading capabilities as humans have, is still unachieved. Over the
past years, researchers have been focusing on the problem of isolated character recogni-
tion, assuming that sentences are easy to segment into characters prior to the character
recognition. Whereas character segmentation is difficult to achieve in case of low reso-
lution and degraded document images. Document degradation leads to many problems
such as adjacent characters can touch each other, a character can be split into many
pieces, characters can be distorted due to random noise or ink smears. Such degrada-
tions may be present due to many physical process like scanning, photocopying, faxing
and aging etc. Figure 1.2 shows parts of some degraded document images from UNLV-
ISRI document image database [TNBC99]. The database has been developed on diverse
collection of document images from scientific, legal and technical backgrounds.
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Figure 1.1: A block diagram of a typical OCR System. The diagram shows different
intermediate processing steps during OCR process.
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Figure 1.2: Parts of some document images from UNLV-ISRI document collection show-
ing various kinds of degradations such as breaking characters, ink smearing,
poor quality printing, thin strokes, and variable fonts, font sizes and font
styles etc.
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With some exceptions, most OCR methods are based on segmentation based character
recognition approaches, in which words are segmented into isolated characters and char-
acters are recognized individually [DTJT96]. However, in case of degraded and low reso-
lution text, character segmentation is problematic and the performance of character seg-
mentation significantly affects character recognition accuracies. Sophisticated character
segmentation techniques have been proposed in past by many researchers [CL96,SREB11],
but achieving a good segmentation on various kinds of degradations is still a hard prob-
lem. Some other methods take into account word level information and recognize com-
plete words without character segmentation. These methods are generally referred as
“holistic word recognition methods” because they do not directly process the characters,
but use global word level features like T-junctions, b-loop, d-loop, ascenders and descen-
ders information for the recognition of entire word. However, a drawback of whole word
recognition is that it necessarily limited to small vocabularies and are useful only in ap-
plications with small static lexicons [MEMY98,CG04]. Recognition based segmentation
is another strategy to avoid the segmentation problem during OCR. In these methods
input image is divided into many overlapping pieces, resulting into over-segmentation of
the image [LLP96, Bre01b,WKJ06]. Usually a hypotheses graph is made using a sin-
gle character classifier and segmentation boundaries can be drawn using some dynamic
programing based procedures.

From last two decades, model based approaches such hidden Markov models (HMMs)
have been very popular due to their ability to do segmentation free recognition. HMMs
have been proved very successful in automatic speech recognition [Jel97] where segmen-
tation is also a key issue. Over the past years, many HMMs based text recognition ap-
proaches has been presented for machine printed, handwritten and cursive script recogni-
tion [BSM99,PF09,RRAH+12]. However, HMMs unable to model contextual information
completely because of independent observation assumption during state transitions. An-
other problem of HMMs is the lack of discriminative capabilities, while discriminative
models generally give better performance for recognition task [GLF+08]. Artificial neural
networks (ANNs) have also been applied to various document image analysis and recog-
nition tasks and good character recognition accuracies have been reported [MGS05]. But
most successful application of ANNs are limited to the recognition of isolated characters
or digits [LBBH98].

Combination of HMMs and ANNs has also been used effectively in various text and speech
recognition problems and is generally referred as hybrid recognition approach [BM94].
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Development of hybrid systems using HMMs and ANNs usually requires to address
two design issues. The first issue concerns with the architectural aspects of ANNs and
HMMs, i.e, how structure of the HMMs (discrete or continuous, character or word level
HMMs) should be selected, and what kind of ANNs paradigm (multilayer perceptrons,
radial basis or time delay neural networks etc.) should be used. The second issue
concerns how these two modules can be best trained together. In past many hybrid
HMMs/ANNs systems have been revealed using different kinds of HMMs and ANNs
structures. In most of the hybrid systems, ANNs are used to augment HMMs either
as an approximation of the probability density function or as a neural vector quan-
tizer [BKW+99,MAGD01, KKS00, ECBGMZM11]. Some other hybrid approaches use
ANNs to obtain observation probabilities for HMMs [SGH95,BLNB95,KA98]. These hy-
brid approaches either require combined training criteria for ANNs and HMMs [ECBG-
MZM11], or they use complex neural network architectures like time delay neural net-
works (TDNNs) or space displacement neural networks (SDNNs) [BLNB95].

This thesis addresses OCR problem from various prospects. Main objective of this thesis
is to provide segmentation free character recognition of degraded document images. This
is done by providing a novel and straightforward combination of artificial neural networks
and hidden Markov models to recognize entire text lines without character segmentation.
ANNs are best known for their discriminative learning capabilities and are good in static
pattern classification, whereas HMMs are powerful statistical tool in learning dynamic
time varying properties of a given input signal. By combining these two paradigm, the
complementary properties of ANNs and HMMs are used with a view to improve character
recognition accuracies in degraded text recognition.

The thesis introduces a simple training mechanism in which ANNs and HMMs are trained
separately on a common set of text line images. During recognition, the separately
trained modules are combined together to provide segmentation free text recognition of
a complete text line. The proposed methods employs a line scanning mechanism using
multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) in order to extract discriminative features along with
contextual information from the input text line [RSB12]. The features basically represent
posterior probabilities of each character class contained in the text line. The posterior
probabilities based features are used by already trained HMMs to provide segmentation
free character recognition of a complete text line. Interestingly, the proposed approach
also realizes to some extent several cognitive reading based strategies like eye fixations,
serial scanning of text lines, neural processing, activation of letter units and contextual
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analysis during OCR. A performance comparison of the proposed method with existing
OCR systems and techniques resulted in a 30% reduction in error rate as compared
to Google’s Tesseract OCR system [Smi13] and 43% reduction in error as compared to
OCRopus OCR system [Bre08], which are the best open source OCR systems available
today.

Additionally, this thesis evaluates usage of HMMs based segmentation free OCR ap-
proaches on low resolution screen rendered text and degraded text line images. Recog-
nition of low resolution text is an interesting OCR problem due to its applications and
occurrence of low resolution text in screen-shots, images and videos [RSB11]. Recognition
of low resolution text poses many challenges to traditional OCR methods due to touching
characters and very small text size. For example, in case of low resolution screen ren-
dered text, x-height of most of the lowercase characters may only be four pixels and width
may only be two pixels. Due to anti-aliased rendering process, recognition of low resolu-
tion text share the same character recognition problem. The anti-aliased characters are
mostly connected to each other and it is difficult to segment them using common charac-
ter segmentation methods. Therefore, segmentation free text recognition approaches like
HMMs are more suitable for this problem. In this work, HMMs based OCR approaches
are applied for recognition of isolated screen rendered characters and screen rendered
text lines using simple pixel based features. The performance of the proposed method
on low resolution text recognition is benchmarked against existing state-of-the-art OCR
systems. Evaluation results show that HMMs based approaches reach the performance of
other systems in recognition of low resolution text. The proposed HMM based approaches
are also evaluated on degraded text line images but these approached are unable to give
good character recognition accuracies on degraded text lines.

In addition to OCR, the thesis introduces novel applications of ANNs in document image
preprocessing. In this work, ANNs are used for the extraction of discriminative features
from raw pixel values of input images. The ANNs based discriminative features analysis is
applied to orientation detection and script recognition problems [RSB10b,RBSB09]. Ori-
entation detection and script recognition are two important preprocessing steps in OCR.
Orientation detection detects and corrects the deviation of the document’s orientation
angle from the horizontal direction. Script recognition determines the written script on
the page for the application of an appropriate character recognition algorithm. Script
recognition is necessary when the OCR system does not have prior knowledge about the
language on the page or the page is written in more than one scripts. These useful appli-
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cations of ANNs in document image preprocessing provides basis for the development of
a combined ANNs/HMMs OCR technique, in which ANNs are used as a tool to obtain
discriminative features from input text line images.

Another contribution of this thesis is to investigate into cognitive reading process using
psychophysical experiments. Human reading is a nearly analogous cognitive process to
OCR that involves decoding of printed symbols into meanings. Psychologist are interested
to know how readers extract visual information?, what writing is and how it is related to
speech and meanings? Is recognition of a word done by recognizing its consists characters
or its holistic shape? Even more interestingly, how are humans able to read words even
in permuted or jumbled forms. From many years, researchers in the field of cognitive
psychology, neurophysiology and linguistics have extensively studied these questions and
a large number of theories and reading models exists that explain different aspects of
visual word recognition or reading.

This thesis provides a hypothesis about visual recognition of words and permuted non-
words [RSB10c]. The hypothesis states that reading of words and permuted non-words are
two distinct mental processes and human use different strategies in handling of permuted
non-words as compared to normal words. The hypothesis is presented in the context of
dual route theories of word recognition and it is observed that dual route theory is consis-
tent in explanation of the hypothesis. The hypothesis is tested for three orthographically
dissimilar languages, Urdu, German and English by conducting psychophysical exper-
iments in visual recognition of words and permuted non-words. The outcomes of the
experiments lead towards many interesting insights of the reading process that can be
used to provide basis for the development of a robust OCR system to recognize an almost
innumerable variety of text.

1.1 Contributions of this Thesis

The original contributions of the work detailed in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• A novel application of state-of-the-art HMMs based OCR methods to recognize low
resolution screen rendered text is presented. The proposed method is also evaluated
in recognition of degraded text line images.

• A new method for multi-script recognition is described. The method uses con-
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volutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract shape based discriminative features
at connected component level. The output of the system is presented in a novel
color coded format to distinguish among different script classes in a single line of
text. The system is successfully applied in recognition of scripts from Greek-Latin,
Arabic-Latin, Antiqua and Fraktur typeface document images.

• A new method to detect document page orientation is proposed. The method
employs the same discriminative learning based recognition approach in orientation
detection that has been used for the script recognition task. The proposed method
is applied to Urdu document images with different page layouts and resulted in
100% page orientation detection accuracy.

• A novel segmentation free OCR method is developed for recognition of degraded
printed document images using ANNs and HMMs. The method is based on a novel
combination of ANNs and HMMs in which ANNs and HMMs are trained separately
on a diverse collection of document image (UNLV-ISRI) text lines to provide best
possible character recognition accuracies.

• A new text line image height normalization method is described to preserve typeface
characteristics of characters contained in the text line after height normalization.

• A new training methodology is developed for training ANNs on possible character
and non-character classes over a complete text line image. The training process
also incorporates neighboring contextual information for each character and class
using a contextual window of suitable width.

• A text line scanning mechanism is proposed to obtain character class posterior prob-
abilities with the help of specially trained ANNs without character segmentation of
the text line.

• A hypothesis about visual recognition of word and non-words is presented. The
hypothesis is tested by designing and conducting novel psychophysical experiments
in Urdu, German and English languages.

1.2 Thesis Overview

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The current chapter have already provided the
aims and contents of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes state-of-the art HMMs based seg-
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mentation free OCR approaches and their applications to low resolution screen rendered
text and degraded text recognition. Chapter 3 explains ANNs based method to learn
discriminative features from input document images. The method is successfully ap-
plied to script recognition and orientation detection problems. Chapter 4 outlines the
combined ANNs and HMMs based OCR approach for recognition of degraded text. A
performance comparison of the proposed method with existing state-of-the-art methods
is also provided.

Chapter 5 briefly reviews reading theories and models of visual word recognition and
details the hypothesis about visual recognition of words and permuted non-words. It
explains the design and implementation of psychophysical experiments for the hypothesis
testing and narrates the findings based on statistical analysis of the data.

The final chapter draws the conclusion of the proposed work and provides a brief summary
about the achievements in this research.



Chapter 2

Segmentation free OCR using
HMMs

This chapter presents a segmentation free OCR approach using hidden Markov
models (HMMs). The novel application of the proposed approach is to recog-
nize low resolution screen rendered text. Character segmentation is difficult to
achieve in the presence of joined characters because of low resolution. The pre-
sented method avoids character segmentation and recognizes complete text line
images. The method works directly on gray level images to avoid information loss
due to binarization of low resolution text. The method has been evaluated on pub-
lic and in-house built low resolution text databases. Evaluation results show that
the proposed method reach the performance of other methods on low resolution
text recognition and yields above 98% character recognition accuracies.

2.1 Introduction

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been proved successful in many machine learn-
ing and pattern recognition applications for the analysis and modeling of sequential
data [Jel97,MB01,PF09]. Researchers have developed efficient pattern recognition sys-
tems to recognize speech and handwriting using HMMs [GY07,HBT96,NLS+01, LB06,
SZHZ07]. Nowadays HMMs are considered state-of-the-art in statistical methods to pro-
vide automatic speech recognition.

25
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Successful applications of HMMs to speech recognition research have provided many
useful aspects of the technology to build robust OCR system. For example, an optical
character recognition system can be realized without even providing the character segmen-
tation information. Language independence is another attribute, and the same system
can be adopted to other languages with no or minor modifications. Today, HMMs are
considered powerful tool in text recognition research and many useful systems have been
revealed previously. Researcher at BBN Technologies Cambridge, USA, have provided
lots of contributions in developing robust HMMs based OCR system. Their work can be
considered as one of the pioneers in transforming HMMs based speech recognition sys-
tem into an OCR system [SLM+96]. The initial work is based on “BYBLOS Continuous
Speech Recognition System” [CDK+87] and later the system has been advanced in dif-
ferent directions for system improvements [SLN+99,LSN+99,DNP+05], and for adopting
the system to different languages or scripts [BSM99,NSDK03,MNDP04,NMD05]. HMMs
have also been very successful for recognizing cursive scripts like Arabic and handwriting.

Another possible benefit of HMMs, which is presented in this chapter, is to recognize low
resolution text. Recognition of low resolution text is quite useful due to a wide range of
applications. For example, recognition of screen rendered text can facilitate dictionary
or language translation tools [Bab97] to provide meanings or translation of text from
screen-shots of documents or web images. Other possible applications may include:

• Augmenting screen reading tools for blind or visually impaired people for reading
text from screen images where ASCII text is not available on clipboard.

• Recognizing low resolution text in videos [WHL10].

• Automating graphical user interface (GUI) testing tools for correcting the spelling
mistakes on GUI screen-shots.

• Useful for correcting web page rendering errors due to bad foreground and back-
ground color combination.

• Enabling web indexing tools to capture semantically important information from
web images [EIH08].

• Protection against phishing [Wik13] attacks by verifying URLs of potentially im-
portant websites against similar looking characters that have different Unicode.

Low resolution text recognition poses several challenges to modern OCR systems due to
its small size and anti-aliasing. Low resolution text usually appears in screen-shots, web
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Figure 2.1: Example screen-rendered text images. Character segmentation is difficult due
to touching characters and anti-aliasing.

images, video clips and computer screens. The text rendered at a computer screen is often
of low resolution (72 or 96 ppi) and has small font sizes. For example x-height of most
of the lower case letters may only be four pixels and width may only be two pixels. The
rendering process also smooths the low resolution text by means of anti-aliasing. This
smoothing process causes another problem of character segmentation. The anti-aliased
characters are mostly connected to each other and it is difficult to segment them with the
commonly used segmentation methods. However, despite the challenges in recognition of
low resolution text by using existing OCR systems, human can easily read low resolution
text from various sources. In fact, the smoothing process in rendering low resolution
text at computer screens makes the text more legible for human. Figure 2.1 shows some
example images taken from screen rendered text lines.

This chapter 1 presents a segmentation free OCR method using HMMs to recognize low
resolution text. The proposed method is based on character level hidden Markov models
in which character models are trained on text line images without character or word seg-
mentation. The choice of character models gives an advantage of building dictionary free
OCR methodology. Text lines are modeled using ergodic HMM topology in which any
model can be reached from any other model in finite number of transitions. The method
does not perform binarization and works directly on gray scale images. The proposed
method uses gray scale pixel features to train character models using written transcrip-
tions of input text line images. The presented method is evaluated for recognition of
screen rendered character images, screen rendered text line images, and degraded printed
text line images. The printed text line images are taken from UNLV-ISRI document
collection that contains documents with moderate degradations and variable fonts.

1This chapter is based on the author’s work in [RSB11]
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A brief review of some existing work on
low resolution text recognition is presented in Section 2.2. A short description of HMMs
theory is given in Section 2.3. The development of HMMs based OCR approach is outlined
in Section 2.4 . The experimental setups and results are discussed in Section 2.5 , followed
by a conclusion in Section 2.6.

2.2 Related Work

Mostly OCR approaches are developed to recognize scanned document images, where
documents are scanned typically at 150 dpi or higher resolution. These OCR approaches
usually segment text lines into individual characters and then recognize the segmented
characters individually. The segmentation based approaches are not suitable for the
recognition of screen rendered text because the smoothed and small sized screen rendered
characters are difficult to segment. HMMs, due to their segmentation free recognition
capability, are good choice for this problem. As mentioned before, almost first segmen-
tation free HMM based OCR approach has been introduced by the researchers at BBN
Byblos. The BBN OCR system uses the Byblos HMM engine which was originally de-
veloped for speech recognition [SLM+96]. The BBN OCR system models each character
with 14 states left-to-right HMM with self loops and skips. Each state has an associated
output probability density over the features. The probability density is modeled as a
weighted sum of Gaussians in the feature space. The BBN OCR system processes the
input documents for the extraction of text lines. Features are extracted from extracted
text lines using sliding window approach in which text lines are divided into overlapping
frames and cells. Each frame is a narrow vertical strip whose width is a small fraction
( 1

15) of the height of the normalized text line. Each frame is further divided into 20
overlapping cells. The frame width, frame overlap and cell overlap are the system param-
eters. Feature vectors are constructed at each horizontal position along the text line by
computing intensity (percentage of black pixels within each cell), vertical derivative of in-
tensity, horizontal derivative of intensity, local slope and correlation in a window of 2 cells
square. This resulted in a set of 80 features per frame. The BBN OCR system is trained
using Baum-Welch algorithm that aligns the feature vectors with the character models
to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of HMM parameters. The HMM parameters
are the means and variance of the component Gaussians in the Gaussian mixture model
of the state output probabilities, the weight of the mixture component and the state
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transition probabilities. During recognition process, the system search for the sequence
of characters that is most likely given the feature vector sequence and the trained char-
acter models, in accordance with the constraints imposed by the language modeling and
orthographic rules. The system is trained and evaluated on a set of 2441 text zones taken
from University of Washington English Document Image Database I (UWI) [PCH93].
The system is reported to achieve overall 98.6% character recognition accuracy using a
closed vocabulary lexicon of about 20, 000 words taken from all the words in the training
and test sets. The BBN OCR system is a word based system and it recognizes only
the set of words that constitutes the lexicon of the system. To overcome this problem,
some further experiments were performed in which character level recognition is evalu-
ated using a lexicon of possible characters instead of words. The language model is the
n-gram (bi-gram or tri-gram) on sequence of characters [BSM99]. In these experiments
the system is reported to achieve overall 96.7% and 97.1% character recognition accura-
cies using character bi-gram and tri-gram respectively. In comparison, the same system
obtained 99.2% character recognition accuracy using a word bi-gram of 30, 000 words
lexicon. The BBN OCR system was also evaluated on faxed documents dataset. The
dataset was created by randomly selecting some documents from UWI database. The
selected documents were first printed on paper and the printed images were then faxed
from one paper fax machine to another. The faxed documents were scanned into images
on the computer. This resulted in a faxed documents dataset that mirrors the clean
data from UWI database. The system is reported to obtain overall 97.3% and 99.4%
character recognition accuracies on faxed documents and corresponding clean documents
respectively by using a lexicon extracted from training and testing corpus [BNS+99].

Einsele et al. [EIH07], [EIH08] proposed HMM-based methods to recognize low resolution
character and word images taken from screen-shots of web pages. The potential applica-
tion is to provide an OCR facility for web indexing tools to extract and index semantic
information present in the web images. Both methods use character level HMMs with
single state topology and self loop. However, the former method employ an additional
inter-character model to capture noise between adjacent characters. Words from screen-
shot images are recognized by combining different character models in ergodic structure.
First and second order moment based features are computed by sliding a 2 pixels wide
window in writing direction of word images. The method is evaluated on 3, 000 word
images synthetically generated by using two font families in variable sizes. This method
achieved overall 96% recognition accuracy at 10 pts font size, but the accuracy drops to
90% at 6 pts font size. Despite the use of HMMs, the method has few drawbacks. The
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method uses only 26 Latin characters in lower case, limiting its use on real word data
that may contain words with upper and lower case characters, numerals and punctuations
etc. Though the choice of recognizing word images is OK, but HMMs based approaches
may be more suitable to recognize complete text lines instead of isolated characters or
words. The recognition of completed text lines is more realistic use case to include all
complications of segmentation and handling of spaces among constituted words.

Wachenfeld et al. [WKJ06] presented a hybrid classification and segmentation approach
for recognition of screen rendered characters and words. Their method recognizes screen
rendered words at a given screen position. The system requires click point coordinates
and a screen-shot image for recognition. The recognition result for a given click point
is a word candidate list ordered by plausibility. The method uses recognition based
character segmentation which was initially proposed by Lee et al. [LLP96]. The main
step in this method is the soft segmentation of the word images into sequence of smaller
components. This resulted into over segmentation of the words. The over segmentation
was performed with the help of dynamic programming based approach that was initially
used for segmentation of handwritten text [Bre01b]. In their work, Wachenfeld et al.
used a different splitting cost and some additional rules which force or prevent further
splitting. For example, they used the knowledge that screen text is often only one pixel
thick and connected only by 8-neighborhood. After splitting, the resulting segments
were instantly classified by using a gray scale classifier. Further splitting was stopped
if a segment was classified with higher plausibility or its width falls bellow a certain
threshold. Some other rules forced the over segmentation of the segments that have been
classified as a specific character, regardless of a high classification plausibility to avoid
segmentation ambiguities among certain classes e.g. “cl” vs. “d” and “rn” vs. “m”. The
extracted segments were normalized by a projection of its bounding box onto a uniform
square having 1 x 1 dimensions. The projected segment was further divided into 5 x 5
zones. A 25 dimensional feature vector was constructed by computing the average gray
value for each zone. The feature vector was used to compute the plausibility of a certain
character. The plausibility is the distance between the corresponding feature and the
character class, normalized by the maximum distance between any two features in the
character database. The distance between the feature of a segment and the class was
computed as Euclidean distance to the closest sample of a class. A 98.91% recognition
accuracy has been reported on a dataset of 15,808 non-italic, non-bold characters using
leave-one-out evaluation technique.
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Text images taken by low cost mobile phone or web camera are also resulted in low
resolution text. Jacobs et al. [JSVR05] presented a convolutional neural network ap-
proach for recognition of low resolution text (10 pts font size) captured by 1024 x 768
resolution web-cam. They trained a convolutional neural network based character rec-
ognizer. The recognizer takes a 29 x 29 window of image data as input, and gives a
vector containing a probability distribution over the set of characters in the alphabet.
The input text images were normalized vertically to the height of 29 pixels. To find the
probability distribution for any point on the word, they extracted a 29 x 29 image from
the normalized word image, and used that as the input to the character recognizer. This
system was trained by taking example characters from 15 document images captured by
a web-cam. The documents in the training data included 6 different fonts (both serif and
sans-serif) in regular, bold and italic styles, and a variety of font sizes. Word recognition
was performed by applying the character recognizer at different locations on the word
image, divided into slices to obtain the probabilities of characters on these locations. A
dynamic programming based algorithm was used to determine the best possible sequence
of characters for the entire word. They used a dictionary of 367, 744 English words and
tested the recognizer using data similar to the training data. For alphabetic characters,
the character recognizer got 87% accuracy. For alphanumerics, the accuracy dropped
down to 83% and with addition of all of the punctuations, the accuracy dropped further
to 68%. On the images taken by the 1024 x 768 APLUX camera and 10-point text the
system was able to recognize words in the vicinity of 80− 95% word accuracy.

Yanadume et al. [YMIM04] presented a character recognition algorithm for very low-
resolution video data. The proposed method used multi-frame images to integrate in-
formation from each image based on a subspace method. The character images used for
training and recognition have been captured by a portable camera. Dataset was prepared
by printing the characters on a sheet with a fixed print pitch and each character was seg-
mented by using this pitch information. The data was captured at various resolutions by
changing the distance between the camera and the sheet in variable sizes. The size of the
segmented characters was normalized before training or recognition. They constructed
a subspace for each character category by using eigenvectors. The computed eigenvec-
tors from the training data were used to recognize the input characters. They achieved
92% character recognition accuracy with phone camera and 99.9% with DV camera that
provides good quality images.
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2.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are statistical models in which system being modeled is
considered as a Markov process that has unobserved or hidden states [Rab90]. In hidden
Markov models, the state is not directly visible, but only the sequence of observations
influenced by the state at a particular instance of time are visible and hence the name
hidden Markov Models. A detailed description of HMMs can be found in [Rab90] and
[Fin08]. However, a brief theoretical explanation is given in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Definition

Hidden Markov models are two stage stochastic processes with hidden and visible obser-
vations. The first stage describes a discrete Markov process that has a finite number of
states and state transition probabilities. The transition from one state to the other is
restricted and depends on the immediate predecessor state only. This Markov process is
said to be of first order i.e.

P (st|s1, s2, s3, ..........., st−1) = P (st|st−1) (2.1)

In the second stage, a series of outputs or emissions is generated for every point in time. In
this case, for example at time instance “t”, only the output Ot is visible but the sequence
of internal states st is unknown. These visible outputs are called the “observations” or
“emissions” and the overall model is called hidden Markov model.

P (Ot|O1...Ot−1, s1...st) = P (Ot|st) (2.2)

Formally, a first order hidden Markov model “λ” can be defined with the following ele-
ments: [Rab90,Fin08]:

• a finite set of states S = {s1, s2, s3, ...., sN}, where N is the number of states in the
model.

• a finite set of distinct observation symbols O = {o1, o2, o3, ....., oM}, where M is the
number of distinct observations per state.

• a matrix of state transition probabilities A = {aij|aij = P (st = j|st−1 = i)}
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• a vector of start probabilities π = {πi|πi = P (s1 = i)}

• the state specific output probability distribution
{bj(Ot)|bj(Ot) = p(Ot|st = j)} or
{bj(X)|bj(X) = p(X|st = j)}

where {bj(Ot)|bj(Ot) = p(Ot|st = j)} are for discrete emissions and {bj(X)|bj(X) =
p(X|st = j)} are for continuous emissions. In most of the cases the generated outputs are
discrete in nature like o1, o2, ...oM and the quantities bj(Ot) represent discrete probability
distributions. These emission probabilities can be grouped together in a matrix B:

B = {bjk|bjk = P (Ot = ok|St = j)} (2.3)

If the output observations are continuous like x ∈ Rn then the output can be represented
as continuous density function with bj(x) = p(x|St = j). An HMM can be described as
discrete or continuous based on these output distributions. In case of continuous HMMs,
the output probability distributions are usually approximated using state specific mixture
of Gaussians [PF09].

2.3.2 Three Basic Problems for HMMs

There are three basic problems that must be solved for effective usage of HMMs in real-
world applications [Rab90]. These are:

1. The evaluation problem: Given the observation sequence O = O1O2O3.....OT and a
model λ = (A,B, π), how can the P (O|λ), the probability of observation sequence,
given the model be computed efficiently? or that how well a given model matches
a given observation sequence? The later view is quite useful and a solution to this
problem helps us in finding the model that best matches the observations among
several competing models.

2. The decoding problem: Given the observation sequence O = O1O2O3.....OT and
the model λ, how can a corresponding state sequence S∗ = s1s2s3......sT which is
optimal in a sense that it best “explains” the observations be chosen?

3. The optimization problem: How can the parameters of model λ = (A,B, π) to
maximize the P (O|λ) be adjusted?
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2.3.3 Solutions to the HMMs Problems

Evaluation

It is desired to calculate the probability of the observation sequence, O = O1O2O3.....OT ,
given the model λ. The brute force approach for this problem is to enumerate every
possible state sequence of length T (the number of observations). This solution is not
feasible because for N states and T time slots it requires 2TNT computations. Therefore,
a more efficient procedure to solve this problem is required. Fortunately, the problem
can be solved more efficiently using Forward and Backward algorithms. The algorithms
were probably first described in [RJ86] and a summary of the algorithms is presented here.

Forward Algorithm: Consider a forward variable αt(i) = P (O1, O2, O3, ...., Ot, st = i|λ)
i.e., the probability of generating the partial observation sequence, O1 to Ot, until time t
and reaching at state i.
The solution for the αt(i) can be given recursively, as follows:

1. Initialization:
α1 = πibi(O1)

2. Recursion:
for all points in time 1, ....t, ....T − 1:
αt+1(j) = ∑

i{αt(i)aij}bj(Ot+1)

3. Finalization:
P (O|λ) = ∑N

i αT (i)

Where in step 1 the forward variable is initialized to the probability that the first obser-
vation O1 is occurred in state i. And now, the αt+1(j) can be recursively computed by
multiplying the αt(i) with the transition probability aij for transitioning from state i to
state j for all the states i and weight the result with bj(Ot+1) to generate the observed
emission at time t+1. By this way, the observation probability P (O|λ) can be computed
by summing over the αT (i) ]. The complexity of “Forward Algorithm” is N2T , which is
feasible for the practical applications of HMMs.

Backward Algorithm: Similarly, a backward variable can be defined
βt(i) = P (Ot+1, Ot+2, Ot+3, ...., OT |st = i, λ) i.e., the probability of the partial observation
sequence, from time t+ 1 to the end, given the state i and the model λ.
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Again solution can be given for the βt(i) recursively, as follows:

1. Initialization:
βT (i) = 1

2. Recursion:
for all points in time T − 1, ..., t, ....1:
βt+1(i) = ∑

j aijbj(Ot+1)βt+1(j)

3. Finalization:
P (O|λ) = ∑N

i πibj(Ot+1)βt+1(j)

Where in step 1 the βT (i) was arbitrary initialized to be 1 for all the states i. Step
2 shows that in order to be in state i at time t, and to account for the observation
sequence from time t+ 1 on, there is need to consider all possible states j at time t+ 1,
all transitions from state j to state i i.e.,aij, the observation probability in state j i.e.,
bj(Ot+1) and remaining partial observation sequence from state j i.e., βt+1(j). Finally,
the observation probability P (O|λ) can be computed by summing over the β1(i) The
complexity of “Backward Algorithm” is also N2T . The combination of forward and
backward algorithms is extensively used to solve the different HMMs problems and it is
usually referred as “Forward-Backward-Algorithm” [Rab90]

Decoding

There are several possible solutions to the 2nd problem because of the “optimal” state
sequence associated with the given observation sequence and there may exist more than
one solutions for that. However, a single best solution can be found by using dynamic
programming based procedure called Viterbi algorithm [Vit67, For73]. A detailed de-
scription of Viterbi algorithm for decoding problem is described in [RJ86,Rab90]. The
algorithm works by finding the most probable hidden state sequence by traversing through
a Trellis with traceback information and determine the best overall path by backtracking.
Consider the following probability as:

δt(i) = max
s1,s2,...,st−1

P (O1, O2, ....Ot, s1, s2, ...., st−1, st = i|λ) (2.4)

where δt(i) is the maximum probability along a single path, at time t, for the first t
observations and ends in state i. The distribution at time t+1 can be obtained as follow,
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δt+1(j) = max
i
δt(i)aij · bj(Ot+1) (2.5)

Now in order to get the most probable state sequence, the above equation is maximized
for each t and j. So ψt(j) can be defined as “back pointers” along the partial path that
define the optimal predecessor state for each δt(j). The complete algorithm can be stated
as follows:

1. Initialization:
δ1(i) = πibi(O1)
ψ1(i) = 0

2. Recursion:
for all points in time 1, ....t, ....T − 1:
δt+1(j) = maxi δt(i)aij · bj(Ot+1)
ψt+1(j) = argmaxi{δt(i)aij}

3. Finalization:
P ∗(O|λ) = P (O, s∗|λ) = maxiδT (i)
s∗
T = argmaxj{δT (j)}

4. Backtracking:
for all points in time T − 1, ..., t, ....1:
s∗
t = ψt+1(s∗

t+1)

Optimization

The third and the most difficult problem of HMMs is to adjust the model parameters
λ = (A,B, π) to maximize the P (O|λ). There is no analytical solution exist to estimate
the model parameters from finite set of observation sequence or training data. However,
a model parameters such that P (O|λ) can be locally maximized by using Baum-Welch
algorithm [BPSW70]. The algorithm uses the total production probability P (O|λ) as
optimization criterion and it improves the given model λ depending on training data O
in such a way that the optimized model generates the training set with equal or greater
probability i.e.,

P (O|λ′) ≥ P (O|λ)
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The algorithm used the forward-backward-procedures for improving the estimates of
model’s parameters by determine the posterior probabilities γt(i) of being in state i at
time t and γt(i, j) of transitioning from state i at time t into state j at time t + 1 as
follows:

γt(i) = P (St = i|O, λ) = αt(i)βt(i)
P (O|λ) (2.6)

γt(i, j) = P (St = i, St+1 = j|O, λ) (2.7)

= P (St = i, St+1 = j, O|λ) (2.8)

= αt(i)aij(Ot+1)βt+a(j)
P (O|λ) (2.9)

By this way, updated approximations a′ij can be calculated for the transition probabilities
by dividing the expected value of transitions from state i to state j by the expected value
of all transitions from state j. Now improved emission probabilities b′(ok) can be obtained
by calculating the ratio between the expected value of emission of a specific symbol ok
in state j and the expected value of all the emissions in state j. The new state starting
probabilities π′i for state i can simply be set to the probability γ1(i) of being in state i at
time 1. The process can be iterated until the model λ′ does not improve the production
probability P (O|λ) by more than to a predefined threshold ε. The algorithm is given as
follows:

1. Initialization:
Select of an appropriate starting model λ.
λ = (π,A,B)

2. Optimization:
Update the model parameters such that,
λ
′ = (π′ , A′ , B′),

where,
π
′
i = γ1(i) a

′
ij =

∑T−1
t=1 γt(i,j)∑T−1
t=1 γt(i)

b
′
j(ok) =

∑
t:Ot=ok

γt(j)∑T

t=1 γt(j)

3. Termination:
if:
P (O|λ′) P (O|λ) + ε,
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then: λ := λ
′ and go to step 2,

else: terminate

2.4 HMMs based OCR System

This section outlines the proposed HMM based OCR system. HMMs models the varia-
tions in printed text as an underlying probabilistic structure, which is not directly ob-
servable. As described before, the structure consists of set of states and state transition
probabilities. In addition, the system observations on input image are represented as
random variables whose distribution depends on a particular state. These observations
are taken in form of sequential representation of the input image. HMMs can model the
variability of a feature vector as a function of one independent variable. In speech, time is
the natural choice of independent variable. However, in OCR, there are two independent
variables because text images are two dimensional (2-D). Fortunately, the 2-D text line
of image can be represented into 1-D sequence of features by moving a sliding window
along the particular text line images. The extracted features are used to train character
models on complete text line images without prior character segmentation.

The proposed system consists of preprocessing, feature extraction, HMMs training and
recognition. The recognition step is performed to evaluate the trained models on the text
lines that are not part of the training dataset. The system is trained and evaluated on two
different text line datasets, screen rendered text line images and degraded printed text
line images. The execution of the proposed method is same for both kinds of datasets,
except different values have been selected for some data dependent parameters. The
OCR system can be divided into two functional units i.e., training and recognition. Both
training and recognition units use the same preprocessing and feature extractions steps.

2.4.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is almost one of the basic step in every text recognition system. Usually it
is used to remove noise and different variations in the data. It may include binarization,
noise removal, skew correction, image enhancement and data normalization etc. In this
work, preprocessing is used to normalize height of text line images. This is done by rescal-
ing image height of each input text line image to a fixed line height. The normlaization
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Text line normalization. a) Original text line image; height = 24, width =
617. b) Normalized text line image; height = 20, width = 622.

process takes care of the image aspect ratio and the image width is rescaled proportional
to the new image height. Figure 4.2 shows an example text line image in original and
after image height normalization. Screen rendered text lines are normalized to the height
of 20 pixels and this value is determined empirically over the training dataset.

2.4.2 Feature Extraction

HMMs works on sequential data and text line images can be converted into a sequential
representation by moving a sliding window along the text line images in writing direc-
tion [KCGM93,SLM+96]. Usually the window is only a few pixels wide, which is normally
less than the width of a character. During this process small vertical slices or frames are
extracted from the text line image. The frames may overlap to some degree depending on
movement of the window along the text line. The sequence of image frames provides the
basis for subsequent feature extraction. The current method also uses a sliding window
to evaluate two different features–gray scale pixel feature and gradient based intensity
feature–for the recognition of screen rendered text line images.

Gray scale pixel feature

Gray scale pixel features are raw pixel values taken from input text line images. The input
text lines are first normalized as described in Section 3.2.2. A one pixel wide window
is moved over the normalized text line and feature vector is constituted by picking up
pixel values of each window. The method computes 20 features per window, as the input
images are normalized to 20 pixels line height. These pixel based feature are collected
for each input text line image and later used for HMMs training along with their ASCII
transcriptions.
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(a) Horizontal gradient of the normalized text line

(b) Vertical gradient of the normalized text line

Figure 2.3: Horizontal and vertical gradients of the normalized input image are used to
compute gradient based intensity features.

Figure 2.4: Example of sliding window approach: The text line image to be analyzed
is shown with overlapping windows and overlapping cells in horizontal and
vertical directions. Features are computed from each overlapping (3 x 3) cell,
from top to bottom, in every analysis window.

Gradient based intensity features

The gradient based intensity features are extracted from normalized text lines and their
corresponding horizontal and vertical gradients. The extracted features consists on three
sets of values, the pixels intensity count (representing the blackness in each cell), horizon-
tal gradient of intensity (across overlapping windows), and vertical gradient of intensity
(across overlapping cells). The gradients are computed with the help of Sobel opera-
tor [GW06]. The gradients capture change in pixel intensities in horizontal and vertical
directions of the text line image. Figure 2.3 shows horizontal and vertical gradients of an
example normalized text line. The normalized text line and it’s corresponding gradients
are divided into sequence of small overlapping windows along horizontal direction. Each
window is further divided into small overlapping cells along vertical direction. Figure 2.4
shows the example of some overlapping windows and overlapping cells. The window
width, cell height and their overlaps are system parameters and their values can be set
empirically. In current system, the window width and cell height are fixed to 3 pixels i.e.
dimensions of each cell are 3 x 3. A two pixels overlap is used in consecutive windows
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Figure 2.5: Four states left to right HMM topology for modeling characters in screen
rendered text lines.

(along horizontal axis) as well as in consecutive cells (along vertical axis). Feature values
are computed from top to bottom in each window by counting number of pixel intensities
that are greater than zero in each cell. Similarly, the vertical and horizontal gradients of
the text lines are divided into overlapping frames and cells, and the change in gray level
intensities are measured from top to bottom by counting number of positive and negative
gradients in each cell of a particular window. A feature vector is build by combining the
values computed from each window of the normalized text line and it’s horizontal and
vertical gradients.

HMMs Training

The proposed OCR system models each character with a multi-state continuous density
hidden Markov model. Transitions from one state to other state are carried out from left
to right. Each state in the model is associated with an output probability distribution
over the features. The output probability distributions are modeled as a weighted sum
of Gaussians, also called Gaussian mixtures. In this method, a Gaussian mixture is
parameterized by the means and variances of the component Gaussians and the weight
of each Gaussian in the mixture. The number of states and allowable transitions from
one state to other are the system parameters. The values of these parameters can be
adjusted in start of training process. The number of states that are adequate for each
character model depends on the horizontal variability of each character. The number of
states may vary from one character model to other, however for sake of simplicity, every
character is modeled with a fixed number of states. The work uses 4 state, left to right
HMMs with the topology shown in Figure 2.5. The number of Gaussians per state are
determined empirically. Initially 2 Gaussian mixture components per state are selected
and the value is doubled after every training iteration. A good recognition performance
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Figure 2.6: Ergodic HMM topology. In this topology any character model can be reached
from any other model in finite number of transitions.

is obtained with 256 Gaussians per state. During training process means, variances and
weights of the Gaussian mixtures are learned using Baum-Welch algorithm, which is
also known as forward-backward or expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [Rab90,
YKO+06,Fin08]. The algorithm iteratively aligns the feature vectors with the character
models in order to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of HMMs parameters. The
training is performed using a training dataset of text lines and corresponding ground
truth files. The ground files are just the sequence of characters in ASCII format. The
advantage of EM algorithm is that, no character segmentation information is required
and the algorithm automatically aligns the sequence of feature vectors along the text
line with the sequence of characters in the ground truth files. In the HMMs topology as
shown in Figure 2.5, “start” and “end” are non-emitting states. These states are used to
provide transitions from one character model to other character model in the system.

2.4.3 Recognition

During recognition phase input text lines are preprocessed and features are extracted as
described in the above sections. The recognition process searches for the sequence of
character models that has the highest probability of generating the observed sequence of
feature vectors. The process requires the trained character models, a statistical language
model and a possible lexicon of words or characters. The recognition is performed using
a variant of Viterbi algorithm called “Token Passing Model” [YKO+06] to perform best
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path search in combinations of different character models. The choice of lexicon and
language model is optional and their usage generally results in a lower error rate. In
present system a character lexicon is used instead of word lexicon, so that the system
will be able to recognize any combination of characters and will not be limited to specific
words present in the lexicon. A bi-gram character language model is implicitly learned
from the training corpus and is used in the recognition. Character HMMs are combined
to provide complex models for the complete text lines using an ergodic HMMs topology.
In ergodic topology any model can be reached from any other model in finite number of
transitions. The ergodic topology as shown in Figure 2.6 enables to provide lexicon free
recognition.

2.5 Experimental Results and Evaluations

The proposed HMMs based OCR system is evaluated on low resolution isolated charac-
ters, low resolution screen rendered text lines and degraded machine printed text lines.
Evaluation is performed measuring percentage of character recognition accuracy (CRA%)
using edit distance [Lev66] as computed in following equation.

CRA% = N − ED

N
× 100 (2.10)

where, N = Total number of characters and
ED = Edit distance = deletions + insertions + substitutions (with equal cost)

In addition to the evaluation of the proposed method, current state-of-the-art public and
commercial OCR system are also evaluated on the same datasets.

2.5.1 Low resolution characters OCR

Low resolution character recognition experiments are performed using publicly avail-
able low resolution character dataset [WKJ07]. This dataset is used to benchmark
performance of proposed method against existing low resolution character recognition
approaches [WKJ06,WKJ07]. This database contains 28, 080 upper and lower case Ro-
man characters in different font styles and sizes. Wachenfeld et al. [WKJ07] reported
character recognition accuracy on a subset of 15, 808 non-italic and non-bold characters
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Table 2.1: Character recognition accuracies for low resolution characters.
Algorithms Character Recognition Accuracy (CRA)

HMMs - Pixel Features 98.35%

Wachenfeld 98.91%

Tesseract 53.78%

ABBYY 52.63%

during evaluation of their method for low resolution text recognition. In this work, the
same subset of 15, 808 non-italic and non-bold characters is used for training and recog-
nition of proposed HMMs based OCR method. Only pixel based feature are used in this
evaluation due to very small size characters. The width of some characters is only two
pixels wide like in case of “i” and application of gradient based features (with window
size greater than one pixel) is not possible in this case. Table 2.1 presents experimental
results of the proposed method on low resolution character images. The table also shows
recognition performance of other OCR systems on the same dataset. It can be observed
from the Table 2.1 that proposed HMMs based system achieve nearly equal performance
to the sophisticated low resolution character recognition approach [WKJ06]. However,
public and commercial OCR systems are unable to achieve good recognition accuracies
on low resolution characters dataset.

2.5.2 Low resolution screen rendered text lines OCR

Although the proposed HMMs based OCR system provides good recognition accuracy
on low resolution characters, it is more appropriate to evaluate the proposed method on
complete text lines to benefit from the properties of HMMs. The full text lines can be
treated without relying on prior character segmentation. The choice of text lines is also
feasible to avoid complexities in layout analysis, as focus of this work is OCR. Due to
lack of suitable public dataset for low resolution text lines, an in-house built dataset is
used for evaluation of the method. The dataset is built using mixture of public serif and
sans-serif fonts. Text lines are rendered at very low resolution (72 ppi) using different font
sizes. Sentences for rendering the text lines are taken from a project Gutenberg [Har71]
e-book. The dataset comprises of 2, 873 text lines having upper and lower case Roman
alphabets, numerals, punctuation marks and brackets. Table 2.2 shows evaluation results
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Table 2.2: Recognition accuracies for screen rendered text lines.
Algorithms Character Recognition Accuracy (CRA)

HMMs - Pixel Features 98.54%

HMMs - Gradient Features 98.30%

Tesseract 75.32%

ABBYY 99.73%

of proposed HMMs based OCR system using two different features. OCR performances
of other OCR systems are also presented. HMM-based OCR system reaches above 98%
character recognition accuracy that is much better than existing public OCR systems.

2.5.3 Machine printed text lines OCR

In the previous sections, HMMs based OCR system performance is presented for a special
low resolution screen rendered text images. In contrast to the low resolution screen
rendered text, OCR of machine printed text is considered relatively an easy task. But this
is true only if the underlying document images are very clean and have been scanned at
300 dpi. But, machine printed OCR becomes more challenging in the presence of noise and
usage of different fonts, font sizes and font styles. The proposed method is also evaluated
on recognition of degraded machine printed document images. The system is trained on
57, 600 text lines from UNLV-ISRI document images [TNBC99]. Figure 2.7 shows some
example text line images from UNLV-ISRI document database. The machine printed

Figure 2.7: Sample text lines from UNLV-ISRI document images. The text lines show
various degradations like noise, broken or merged characters, variable fonts
and font styles etc.
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Table 2.3: Character recognition accuracies for UNLV-ISRI text lines.
Algorithms Character Recognition Accuracy (CRA)

HMMs - Pixel Features 95.91%

HMMs - Gradient Features 93.29%

Tesseract 97.66%

ABBYY 99.30%

character set, used in this work, contains 95 character classes, including upper and lower
case alphabets, numerals, punctuations and special characters. Recognition is performed
on 1060 additional text lines that are not part of the training set. The evaluation of
the proposed method and other OCR systems on UNLV-ISRI text lines are presented
in Table 2.3. Experimental results show that the proposed HMM based method unable
to deliver comparable performance on degraded text line images. The results reported
in Table 2.3 are the best results obtained after evaluating various HMMs parameters
and topologies on this dataset. It is observed that HMMs are good in learning time
varying patterns with uniform variations as reflected by their performance in recognition
of screen rendered synthetic text images. But HMMs are unable to capture more dynamic
and contextual variations occurred in degraded text line images.

2.6 Discussion

This chapter presented HMM based segmentation free open vocabulary OCR approach
for the recognition of low resolution text. The approach achieved character recognition
accuracies that are significantly better than the performance of existing OCR systems
and reached near to the performance of specialized low resolution character recognition
method [WKJ06]. The approach yields above 98% recognition accuracy on screen ren-
dered text lines using both types of features. This is 23% more in comparison with the
performance of Tesseract OCR engine [Smi13]. Due to very low resolution and small text
size, OCR of screen rendered text usually requires specialized approaches. Applications
of prior systems to low resolution text OCR are limited because their high error rates
would make the system too unreliable. However, with the use of HMM based techniques
a reliable text recognition can be achieved by avoiding the segmentation problem.
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The proposed HMM based approach uses the basic methodology of BBN OCR sys-
tem [SLM+96]. Like BBN OCR, the presented approach modeled each character with
multi-state, left to right HMM. However, instead of using 14 states, the proposed system
uses four states to model each character in the database because of very small size of
the characters. Similarly, the training of the proposed system is done using Baum-Welch
algorithm as used by BBN OCR system. The proposed system also uses similar training
parameters –means and variance of the component Gaussians, the weight of the mixture
component and the state transition probabilities– that have been used in BBN OCR.
However, this is the general architecture of more or less every HMM-based recognition
system and recognition performance of the systems may vary depending on choice of
features, HMM topology, modeling components and usage of different parameters. The
proposed approach evaluated on two different features namely gray scale pixel features
and gradient based intensity features. The gradient based intensity features are almost
similar to the features that have been used in BBN OCR system.

Despite a lot publications describe the usage of BBN OCR system on different scripts and
datasets, details of all the parameters and configurations necessary to build a recognition
system from scratch are not given. However, in comparison with the reported Latin script
BBN OCR system (98.6% character recognition accuracy), the proposed system reached
to the similar performance (98.54% character recognition accuracy) using pixel based
features. It must be noted that the proposed system is evaluated on low resolution text
and did not use any lexicon. However, the performance of BBN OCR system is reported
to drop (96.7% character recognition accuracy) while using character bi-grams instead
of word lexicon during evaluation on normal printed text. ABBYY provides almost
perfect (99.73%) recognition accuracy in the case of low resolution text recognition. The
outstanding performance of ABBYY may be attributed to its sophisticated preprocessing
and language modeling techniques.

The proposed method is also evaluated on degraded printed document images. Printed
text documents usually do not contain the problems that are associated with low resolu-
tion text. However, recognition of machine printed text becomes even more challenging
when documents have been affected by lots of degradations like noise, smearing, broken
or merged characters and have lots of variations in fonts, font styles and sizes. The per-
formance of HMMs based approach drops to around 95% in application to degraded text
lines from UNLV-ISRI documents. The reason behind this poor performance may be due
to inability of HMMs to learn contextual information and lack of discriminative learning.
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Chapter 3

Discriminative Learning for
Document Image Analysis using
ANNs

This chapter introduces a discriminative learning approach for document image
analysis using artificial neural networks (ANNs). The approach works at connected
component level in which discriminative shape based variations have been learned
with the help of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The CNNs are design to
deal with variability in 2D shapes and they combine the feature extraction and
classification process in one step. This eliminates the need to manually design dis-
criminative features for a particular classification problem. The proposed approach
is applied to two different document image preprocessing tasks; script recogni-
tion and orientation detection. The approach yields above 95% script recognition
accuracy on various multi-script document images at connected component level
and provides 100% page orientation detection accuracy for Urdu document images.
The higher recognition accuracies demonstrate that ANNs have good discriminative
learning capabilities and the proposed framework can be used in different document
image analysis applications.

49
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3.1 Introduction

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) were originally developed as a mathematical tool to
model information processing capabilities of human brain [Bis95]. Although, the complex
structure and working mechanism of human brain is not understood completely, it is
possible to model the higher level working mechanism of biological neurons in the form of
artificial neurons. The basic ANN structure consists of small processing units or nodes,
which are connected to each other by weighted connections. In biological terms, the
nodes represent neurons and the connection weights represent the strength of synapses
between the neurons. An artificial neural network can be activated by providing an input
to the input nodes of the network. The input nodes are usually non processing elements
and are only responsible to get the input from outside the network. The input spreads
throughout the network through the weighted connections. The weights of the network
have been learned during a supervised training process and the weighted connections
basically represent overall knowledge of the recognition system. The activations of the
network resulted in a series of “spikes” at the output layer. The spikes show activations
of the specific output neurons that are being activated based on certain input patterns.

Over the past years, many variations to the basic ANN structure are proposed [Hay07].
One of the widely used ANNs structure is feed forward in which units are arranged in
layers with connections feeding forward from one layer to next. Well know examples of
feed forward neural networks includes perceptrons [Ros58], multilayer perceptrons [DS14],
radial basis function networks [KBK+13], Kohnen self organizing maps [Koh01] and con-
volutional neural networks [LBBH98] etc. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the
variants of multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) which are inspired by the early work of Hubel
and Wiesel on cat’s visual cortex [HW62]. They discovered a complex arrangement of
locally sensitive cells in the cat’s visual system. The cells are sensitive to small subre-
gions of the input space, called receptive field, and are tilted to the entire visual field.
Images have a strong 2 dimensional local structure and the pixels that are spatially near
to each other are highly correlated. The local receptive fields are best suited to exploit
the local correlations present in the images. The advantages of spatial correlation is to
extract and combine local features in terms of edges, points or corners etc. The first
implementation of CNNs, called Neocognitron, was proposed by Fukushima to recognize
handwritten digits [Fuk88]. The Neocognitron uses the idea of local receptive fields (i.e.
each neuron is connected only to a subregion corresponding to some neighboring neurons
in the preceding layer) for the extraction of local features from the input patterns. Le-
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of CNN used for script recognition. C1 and C2 are convolu-
tional layers with 4 and 8 feature maps. Each convolutional layers is followed
by sub-sampling layers S1 and S2, containing 4 and 8 feature maps respec-
tively. The output of S2 is feed forwarded to fully connected hidden layer.
The final output is obtained at 2 units corresponding to 2 script classes.

cun et al. proposed another CNN architecture, LeNet-5, in which network weights are
learned using gradient based backpropagation learning algorithm [LBBH98]. The CNN
architecture combine three architectural ideas –local receptive fields, weight sharing or
replication and spatial sub-sampling– to obtain some degree of shift, scale and distor-
tion invariance. A typical convolutional neural network (CNN) consists of convolutional
layers, sub-sampling layers, one hidden layer and one output layer. Each unit in a layer
receives inputs from a small neighborhood (local receptive fields) in the previous layer.
With these local receptive fields, neuron can extract initial features like edges, endpoints
and corners. The subsequent layers combine these initial features into more higher level
features. Units in a layer are organized in planes within which all of the units share the
same set of weights. The set of outputs of the units in such a plane constitutes a feature
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map and units in a particular feature map are constrained to perform the same operation
on different parts of the image. A convolutional layer consists of several feature maps,
with different weight matrices, so that multiple features can be extracted at each location.
The feature layers are connected to the hidden and output layers of the network. The
output layer provides the final classification results in terms of the posterior probabilities
for specific target classes. Figure 3.1 represents an example architecture of convolutional
neural network used in this work for script recognition.

Due to hierarchical learning capabilities, CNNs have been applied in various image classi-
fication problems when sophisticated feature extraction is to be avoided and classification
is done based on raw image data [Neb98]. This chapter1 introduces novel applications of
CNNs to script recognition and orientation detection. Automatic script recognition and
orientation detection are two important preprocessing steps during OCR. Script recogni-
tion determines the written script on the page to use an appropriate character recognition
algorithm. It is necessary when the OCR system does not have prior knowledge about
the language on the page or the page is written in more than one scripts. Orientation
detection detects and corrects the deviation of the document’s orientation angle from the
horizontal direction. This step is also required because if document images are wrongly
oriented, the subsequent processing steps like layout analysis and character recognition
will fail to work correctly since usually both assume pages to be in the correct orientation.

In this work a discriminative learning based approach is used in application to script and
orientation identification. The proposed method works at connected component level
in which discriminative shape based features are learned using CNNs. The CNN archi-
tecture employed in this work is adopted from Lecun’s Lenet-5 [LBBH98]. However, in
this work different network topologies and learning parameters are used for the specific
image preprocessing task. The CNNs combine feature extraction and recognition process
in single step and discriminative features are extracted from the raw input. This elim-
inates the need for manually defining discriminative features for a particular task. The
performance evaluation of the method resulted in above 95% script recognition accuracy
at connected component level on Greek-Latin, Arabic-Latin and Antiqua-Fraktur multi-
script documents and 100% (page level) orientation detection accuracy on different Urdu
documents.

1This chapter is based on author’s work in [RSB10a,RSB10b] and [RBSB09]
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3.2 Script Recognition

Usually OCR systems are developed for a particular script or language, and they can
recognize characters that belongs to that particular script or language. A script can be
defined as a set of characters used to provide the graphical representation of a certain
language or group of languages. Languages in the world are typeset in many different
scripts. A script may be used by only one language or it can be shared by more than one
languages [GDS10]. A typical example is Arabic script that is used for writing several
languages of Asia and Africa, such as Arabic, Persian, Pashto and Urdu [Mir10]. Usually,
in multi-script or multilingual environment, OCR systems require to recognize characters
irrespectively of their script class. However, building an OCR system that could read
characters from all scripts is very difficult. A brute-force solution would be to train an
OCR classifier on more than one scripts by adding individual characters from all the
scripts in the training process. However, this would lead to more classification errors
due to increase in the number of character classes. In addition, the features required
for character recognition usually depend on structural properties of the writing which
generally differs from one script to other. Another solution is to combine character or
word level classifiers for different languages or scripts and recognition of a particular
character or word is done by its respective classifier. But, this requires a prior knowledge
of the script for application of an appropriate classifiers. Automatic script recognition
methods give the prior knowledge about the script or language of a document for selecting
a suitable character classifier.

Script recognition is also useful in OCR of multi-script documents in which different
paragraphs, text lines or words in a page are written in different scripts. Some examples
include ancient multi-script documents, multilingual dictionaries, books with line by line
or column wise translation in different languages. Figure 3.2 shows an example document
written in two different scripts. In digital libraries, script recognition also helps in in-
dexing, retrieval, and sorting of documents when dealing with multi-script environment.

This thesis presents a novel application of convolutional neural network (CNN) for auto-
matic script recognition in multi-script document images. The method works at connected
component level which are considered as characters of a particular script in a document
image. The CNN acts as a discriminative learning model, where suitable features for
script recognition are automatically extracted and learned. The method is evaluated
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(a) Example ancient document image in Greek and Latin

(b) Example document image in Arabic and Latin

Figure 3.2: Example multi-script document images. Documents contain multiple scripts
in different text blocks and text lines.
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on Greek-Latin, Arabic-Latin multi-script document images and Fraktur, Antiqua single
script document images.

3.2.1 Review of related work

Existing methods for script recognition can be broadly grouped into global and local
approaches. This categorization is based on feature extraction process employed at the
global level (documents or text blocks) or at the local level (characters, words or single
text lines) for each individual script. The survey paper of Abirami and Manjula [AM09]
presented a precise overview of some of these methods. Another categorization of script
recognition methods is made on the basis of visual appearance and structure of the
script [GDS10]. Mostly, the script recognition methods work at the global level and
assume that different scripts may only exist in certain sections (paragraphs or columns)
of the document. Only a few of them consider script recognition at the word or at the
text line level.

Hochberg et al. [HKTK97] used cluster based templates for script identification at the
document level. Their method developed a set of representative symbols (templates) for
each script by clustering textual symbols from training documents and represented each
cluster by its centroid. The textual symbols included the characters from Cyrillic script
and words or word segments from Arabic script. The script of a new document was
identified by matching a subset of symbols from a new image to the templates. A script
was selected whose templates provide the best match (based on Hamming distance). The
system was trained on thirteen scripts and is reported to correctly identify all the test
documents except those printed in fonts that differ from fonts in the training set.

Spitz [Spi97] presented language identification by classifying scripts into two classes,
Han-based and Latin-based. The classification was based on the spatial relationship of
features related to the upward concavities in character structures. Language identifi-
cation within the Han script class (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) was performed by the
analysis of optical density distribution in text images. Language identification in the
Latin script was based on the most frequently occurring word shapes characteristic of
the languages. The method built a list of connected components in the image, and the
extracted connected components were processed for script and language identification.
The system was reported to provide no classification error on Han and Latin based script
classification on 240 test samples, containing a minimum of two text lines. In Han-based
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script, the system was able to classify document language with perfect accuracy on text
samples with minimum six lines of text. In Latin-based script, a statistical model of the
language categorizations was built using linear discriminant analysis and was tested by
cross validation. More than 90% overall language recognition accuracy was reported for
23 languages.

Pal and Chaudhuri [PC01,PC99] separated text lines of different scripts using projection
profiles, water reservoir and existence of head-line (a feature specific to Bangla and De-
vanagari scripts). The method used the head-line information to separate the Devanagari
and Bangla script lines in one group, and English, Chinese, and Arabic lines in another
group. In the first group, Bangla text lines were separated from Devanagari using zone-
wise shape features [PC97]. In the second group, Chinese were separated from English
and Arabic using vertical black run information. They computed character-wise maxi-
mum vertical black run in English, Arabic and Chinese text lines collected from different
books, journals etc. and observed that in Chinese about 57% characters have four or
more black runs and the percentage of the characters with one and two vertical black
runs is very low (about 14%). They used this as the criterion for separation of Chinese
text from English and Arabic. If 57% of the characters in a text line had four or more
vertical black run the text line was classified as Chinese. English text from the Arabic was
separated using distribution of lowermost points of the components in the text line and
water overflow from a reservoir concept. The method was reported to achieve 97.32%,
98.65%, 97.53%, 96.02% and 97.12% identification rates for English, Chinese, Arabic,
Devnagari and Bangla script respectively on 700 document images.

Busch et al. [BBS05] described the use of texture as a tool for determining script of a
document image. They evaluated a number of commonly used texture features for the
script identification task. The method was tested on a database of eight different scripts
(Latin, Chinese, Japanese, Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew, Sanskrit, and Farsi). Classification of
input samples was performed by using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) classifier, which
attempts to model each class as a combination of Gaussian distributions in the feature
space. In their evaluations, the wavelet log co-occurrence texture feature outperformed
the other texture features for script classification, with an overall 1% error.

Joshi et al. [JGS06] used multi-channel log-Gabor filter bank at multiple orientations for
identification of ten Indic scripts. They proposed a hierarchical script classifier using
globally extracted features. In the first stage, their method grouped scripts into five
major classes using global features. At the next stage, a sub-classification was performed
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based on script-specific features. The system was reported to achieve an overall 97.11%
classification accuracy on the test data.

Ramakrishnan and Pati [PR08] reported word level multi-script identification by sep-
arately using Gabor and discrete cosine transform (DCT) features. They tested their
approach on bi-script, tri-script and eleven-script scenarios. The features had been used
to evaluate three different classifiers: nearest neighbor, linear discriminant and support
vector machine (SVM). They reported to achieve 98.4% script recognition accuracy for
eleven Indic scripts by using a combination of SVM with the Gabor features.

3.2.2 Proposed method

This section describes the whole method in a pipeline from document image preprocessing
to script recognition. The output of the system from each processing step is shown in
Figure 3.3 and described in the following subsections.

Preprocessing

The preprocessing mainly consists of binarization and noise removal.

Binarization. The complete experimental setup used in this method is based on bi-
narized images. Different state-of-the-art binarization methods can be classified into
two groups: (i) global binarization (like Otsu [Ots79]) and (ii) local binarization (like
Sauvola [SP00]). Global binarization estimates a single threshold for the complete image,
whereas local binarization calculates a threshold for each individual pixel based on the
neighborhood information. In general, local binarization works better than global bina-
rization under different types of document image degradations like non-uniform shading
or blurring etc. However, local binarization methods are slower than global binariza-
tion methods. Shafait’s local binarization method [SKB08] overcomes this problem by
using integral images [VJ04] for computation of local threshold. This work uses the
Shafait’s [SKB08] local adaptive thresholding technique for binarization.

Noise Removal. Binarized images may contain small noise (salt and pepper) or big
noise (merging components or borders) [FWL02]. The noise is removed by using heuristic
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Pipeline for multi-script identification system; (a) input image (b) prepro-
cessed image (c) script recognition output (d) post-processing to assign di-
acritics into their respective script classes. The output is presented in color
coded format in which the pixels intensities reflects the probabilistic nature
of the output. Darker color shows the higher recognition probabilities for a
particular script. Green color represents Greek, red color represents Latin,
and blue color represents small components (diacritics or noise).
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rules based on size of the connected components. A connected component is considered
as a noise if its height and width is less than or equal to 0.3 times the median height and
median width, or its height and width is greater than 5 times of the median height and
median width of all the extracted components. The noise removal threshold values may
vary from one dataset to another. Diacritics and punctuations are small components that
occur in both scripts. The small components have been removed from document images
using similar heuristic rules i.e. a component is considered as a diacritic or a punctuation
if its width and height is equal to or less than 0.7 times the median height and median
width of all the components. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the parts of an original
image and the preprocessed image taken from an example ancient document image.

Feature vector generation

Instead of extracting complex geometrical, morphological or statistical features, a con-
volutional neural network (CNN) is used to extract discriminative features from the raw
input data. Connected components are extracted from the document image. Each con-
nected component is rescaled to 40 x 40 dimensions while keeping the aspect ratio intact.
This is important because change in aspect ratio changes the shape of the connected com-
ponent. The shape changes may effect the CNN classification accuracy. In the rescaling
process, the connected components are downscaled or upscaled depending on their initial
width or height. A feature vector is built by normalizing the pixels intensities of the
connected components between −1 and 1. The rescaled connected components describe
the raw input to the CNN for training and evaluation.

CNN architecture and training

The CNN used in this work consists of two convolutional layers with four and eight
feature maps followed by two sub-sampling layers. The input layer of CNN receives the
feature vector extracted from each connected component of the document. The values of
subsequent feature maps are obtained by convolving the input map with the respective
kernels and applying an activation function to the result. The first convolutional layer
has 4 (5 x 5) convolutional kernels corresponding to 4 high resolution features. The
second convolutional layers has 8 (5 x 5) convolutional kernels corresponding to 8 complex
features. Each convolutional layer is followed by sub-sampling layers with a sub-sampling
factor of two. The output of the last subsampling layer is forwarded to the fully connected
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hidden layer with 100 hidden units. The output layer consists of 2 units corresponding
to 2 script classes. The first four layers (two convolutional and two subsampling) of
this neural network can be viewed as trainable feature extraction layers connected to a
trainable classifier in the form of two fully connected layers. The number of hidden units
controls capacity and generalization of the overall classifier. The CNN architecture used
for script recognition is already shown in Figure 3.1.

The proposed CNN architecture is intended to recognize two scripts present at a time in
a single document, but the same network can be used for script identification in single
script document images. Different CNN are trained for script recognition of different
bi-script document images. The CNN used for Greek-Latin script recognition is trained
on 19, 600 training samples and 2, 000 validation samples of Greek and Latin connected
components taken from Greek-Latin bi-script documents. The training procedure is run
for 200 epochs with 0.1 learning rate. Similar settings are used for training the CNN on
other scripts. The details of the number of samples used for training and validation of
each script are presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 along with script recognition results.
An on-line error backpropagation algorithm [DHS00] is used for training the CNN in a
supervised learning mode.

Script recognition

To determine the script of an input document, the document is first preprocessed and
feature vectors are extracted as described in above sections. The extracted features are
given to the trained CNN classifier for script identification of each connected component.
The output layer of the CNN gives two values corresponding to two script classes. A
connected component is classified into a particular script by using the the highest output
value from the output layer.

The CNN classification output is also represented by a color code to represent classifier
confidence in recognition of a particular script. For example in Greek-Latin script recog-
nition, Greek script is represented in green and Latin script is represented in red colors.
The small connected components i.e. punctuations and diacritics were filtered out during
the preprocessing step and these are not classified by the CNN. These punctuations and
diacritics marks are represented by a default color code (represented as blue color) for all
the punctuation marks. The pixel color codes are probabilistic in nature and colors with
high intensity values represent more recognition confidence for a particular script class.
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(a) Input image (b) Script recognition output

Figure 3.4: Greek-Latin script recognition results in color coding format. Green color
represents Greek, red color represents Latin, and blue color represents small
components (diacritics or noise).

Figure 3.4 shows an original document image and the color coded CNN output from the
Greek-Latin test dataset.

Post-processing

A post-processing is performed on the CNN output for association of the small compo-
nents to their respective script class and to improve the script recognition results. In
the post-processing stage, small connected components are assigned to the closest neigh-
boring connected component’s script. Script recognition results were further improved
by extending the bounding box of each connected component to its left and right by a
factor of its height or width (whichever is greater) and using the class majority within
the neighboring area to relabel the script of that component. Final output after applying
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the post-processing is shown in Figure 3.3(d).

3.2.3 Experimental Results

The presented multi-script recognition method is evaluated on Greek-Latin, Arabic-Latin
and Fraktur-Antiqua document datasets. For Greek-Latin script recognition, 19 ancient
documents are used for training and testing. The documents have Greek and Latin
scripts mixed within sentences and paragraphs. The dataset is manually processed to
generate ground truths for the training and testing purposes. The evaluation results for
Greek-Latin script recognition are presented in Table 3.1.

In case of Arabic-Latin, scanned pages of an Arabic book and pages from UW-III [GHHP97]
dataset are used for training the CNN. The testing is performed on scanned pages from a
different book that contains both Arabic and Latin scripts mixed within certain sentences.
The evaluation results are presented in Table 3.2. A slightly less recognition accuracy is
obtained on Arabic-Latin test dataset because the test dataset is entirely different from
the training dataset. However, the method has generalization capabilities to perform well
on the unseen data.

For Antiqua-Fraktur recognition, the CNN is trained on three ancient Fraktur document
images and training samples for Antiqua are taken from a subset of Greek-Latin document
images in Antiqua typeface. The testing is performed on four Fraktur and Antiqua docu-
ment images. Table 3.3 shows the evaluation results on Antiqua and Farktur recognition
task.

The script recognition accuracy is further improved by incorporating a class majority
count in the left-right neighboring area of every connected component. As mentioned
before, the script recognition output is represented as a color coded image. The color
intensities reflect the classification confidence of each script present in the document. This
color coded output can be further analyzed by some statistical techniques to improve the
script recognition accuracy. Figure 3.5 shows the output of the recognition method on
different test documents of different scripts.
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(a) Arabic-Latin script recognition output

(b) Antiqua script recognition output (c) Fraktur script recognition output

Figure 3.5: Script recognition results for Latin-Arabic Antiqua and Fraktur documents in
color coding format. Red color represents Latin/Antiqua, green color repre-
sents Arabic/Fraktur, and blue color represents small components (diacritics
or noise).
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Table 3.1: Script recognition accuracies for Greek and Latin scripts.
Training set Validation set Test set

Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Accuracy after
samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) left-right neighbor rule (%)

Greek 9,800 99.41 1,000 96.40 11,302 95.16 97.65
Latin 9,800 98.92 1,000 97.80 10,828 97.58 99.15

Average 19,600 99.16 2,000 97.10 22,130 96.37 98.40

Table 3.2: Script recognition accuracy for Arabic and Latin scripts.
Training set Validation set Test set

Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Accuracy after
samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) left-right neighbor rule (%)

Arabic 24,000 97.03 2,000 98.95 6,037 97.80 99.30
Latin 24,000 99.31 2,000 97.70 1,221 90.60 91.92

Average 48,000 98.17 4,000 98.33 7,258 94.20 95.61

Figure 3.6: Errors due to noise, merged and broken characters.
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Table 3.3: Script recognition accuracy for Antiqua and Fraktur scripts.
Training set Validation set Test set

Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Nos. of CNN Accuracy after
samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) samples accuracy (%) left-right neighbor rule (%)

Antiqua 10,600 98.23 2,000 97.90 1,194 87.0 97.40
Fraktur 10,600 98.07 2,000 98.60 4,130 92.27 95.81
Average 21,200 98.15 4,000 98.25 5,324 89.64 96.61

3.2.4 Discussion

This section presented a multi-script recognition approach by using discriminative learn-
ing at connected component level. The convolutional neural network is used as a dis-
criminative learning model to extract and learn suitable features for the multi-script
recognition task. One observation is that due to the appearance based discriminative
properties of different scripts, a script can be recognized based on the shape of its indi-
vidual characters. The use of CNN at connected component level to learn discriminative
shape based features is an efficient approach for multi-script recognition as demonstrated
by the evaluation results presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The approach has gen-
eralization capabilities and it gives good results on different target documents that are
not part of the training process. The datasets used in these experiments have noise in
terms of touching or broken characters and smudge (e.g. ink spots or spread) as shown in
Figure 3.6. The noisy components are removed before training the CNN, therefore CNN
does not provide recognition accuracy for these components. It is observed that most of
the recognition errors are due to the noise and better results may be obtained on clean
datasets. Another observation is that CNN is sensitive to character shapes in terms of
slight variations e.g, thick or thin writing strokes, and this problem can be overcome by
adding more training samples that contain more of these variations.

3.3 Orientation Detection

Orientation detection is an important preprocessing step in large scale digitization projects.
The normal flatbed scanners require manual placement of the page on the glass window
and page orientation is corrected manually. However, in large scale digitization process,
orientation has to be detect automatically, as the use of automatic document feeding
scanners often results in wrongly orientated scanned documents. Orientation correction
is necessary as many subsequent processing steps (layout analysis, text recognition etc.)
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assume the upright position of the document image. The orientation detection process
determines the actual orientation of a document image which can be used to transform
the document image into right orientation. Orientation detection methods mainly focus
on four target orientations 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦. Usually the document scanning process
results in these four orientations. The slight variation besides these four orientation can
be handled by skew correction techniques [DMMH06].

Most of the existing orientation detection methods are based on computing the ascen-
der to descender ratio. Unfortunately, this cannot be used for the scripts like Arabic in
which no consistent ascenders and descenders are present. This chapter describes the ap-
plication of discriminative learning approach for orientation detection of Urdu document
images. The proposed method works at connected component level and a convoultional
neural network is used to identify the orientation of components among four major orien-
tations; 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦. The shape of most of the connected components is highly
dependent on their orientation and it changes with the change in orientation. Learning
the shape of an individual connected component in all four orientations helps in recogni-
tion of the correct orientation for a specific connected component. The orientation of the
entire document is determined by majority count of connected components in a particular
orientation. The system is evaluated on varying layout of Urdu document images and
resulted in 100% page orientation detection accuracy.

3.3.1 Related Work

Most of the existing document image orientation detection work can be categorized into
two main categories: 1) landscape and portrait detection and 2) up-down orientation
detection. Landscape and portrait can be detected using global [AH90] and local [LTW94]
projection profiles whereas most of up-down detection techniques are based on the fact
that the number of character ascenders are more likely as compared to number of character
descenders in Roman script text.

H.B. Aradhye [Ara05] proposed a method for determining the up/down orientation of
text in a scanned document of unknown orientation. The method analyzed the “open”
portions of text blobs to determine the direction in which open portions face. The method
identified direction of the text as a whole by determining the respective densities of blobs
opening in a pair of opposite directions right or left. The method was applied on Roman
and non-roman (Pahto and Hebrew) text.
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Lu and Tan [LT06] introduced a combined method for script and orientation detection
through document vectorization. The method encoded the document orientation and
document language information by converting each document image into a document
vector through exploitation of the density and distribution of the vertical component
runs. Their method was tested on a dataset of 492 document images having text lines
ranging from 1 to 12. The method achieved an accuracy of 98.18% for documents with
at least 12 text lines.

Beusekom et al. [BSB09,BSB10] proposed a method for combined skew and orientation
detection using geometric modeling of Roman script text lines. The method searches for
a text line candidates within a skew range of four orientations top-up, top-down, top-left
and top-right. The best fit of the model gives the estimate for orientation and skew.

In another work, Beusekom et al. [VBRB10] reported a trainable orientation detection
method by using character similarity to compute the correct orientation. They computed
a connected component based distance measure to compare the characters of the docu-
ment image to characters with a known orientation. The orientation of input document
was detected with the lowest distance correct orientation characters. Evaluation of their
method showed an accuracy of above 99% for Latin and Japanese scripts and an accuracy
of 98.9% for Fraktur documents.

3.3.2 Datasets

In this work a dataset of scanned Urdu document images from different Urdu publishing
sources is used. Urdu belongs to Arabic script which is very different from Roman. Urdu
is written from right to left and characters have connections between each other to form
a word. Usually shape of individual characters varies depending on their position in an
Urdu word [DH10]. In addition, some characters have special symbols (diacritics) above
or below the character. The complete Urdu dataset is categorized into five subcategories:
book, novel, poetry, magazines and newspapers (based on its publishing source), out of
which book, novel and poetry has been used in this work. The dataset with these three
categories consists of 59 scanned images and each scanned image contains 2 document
pages. This dataset is available in 0◦ orientation, referred as correct orientation, and
the examples for other orientations are generated by rotating the original images to
other orientations like 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦. After these rotations, 236 images having 472
document pages are obtained. Only 128 document pages from book dataset are used
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(a) 0 degree (b) 90 degrees

(c) 180 degrees (d) 270 degrees

Figure 3.7: Sample documents from book dataset in different orientations.

for training (112 pages) and validation (16 pages) of CNN. The document from other
two categories are only used to evaluate the system under slight shape variations of the
components. Figures 3.3.2, 3.3.2 and 3.3.2 present some example images of book, novel
and poetry documents in four different orientations.

3.3.3 Method description

The method is composed of preprocessing, feature vector generation, CNN training and
evaluation steps. Following subsections provide a brief description of each step.
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(a) 0 degree (b) 90 degrees

(c) 180 degrees (d) 270 degrees

Figure 3.8: Sample documents from novel dataset in different orientations.

Preprocessing

Scanned document images are preprocessed before extracting the feature vectors. Simi-
lar preprocessing (binarization and noise removal) is applied that is used in multi-script
recognition. Document images are binarized by using a local adaptive thresholding
method [SKB08]. Binarized images are further processed for removal of noise. The noise
is removed by using heuristic rules, for example, a connected component is considered as
marginal noise if its height is greater than 5 times of median height or width is greater
than 5 times of median width. Apart from this, most of the Urdu characters consist of
small connected components like dots and diacritics. Most of these dots and diacritics
have similar shapes in all possible orientations and therefore these are considered as noise
and are removed during preprocessing. The diacritics are removed by heuristic rules e.g.
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(a) 0 degree (b) 90 degrees

(c) 180 degrees (d) 270 degrees

Figure 3.9: Sample images from poetry dataset in different orientations

if the height of a component is smaller than 85% of median height and width is smaller
than 85% of median width, the component is considered as noise or diacritic. Figure 3.10
shows an input gray scale image and the images after binarization and noise removal
process.

Feature vectors generation

After the application of preprocessing the extracted components are used to build feature
vectors for training the CNN. The components are normalized to 40 x 40 dimensions by
upscaling or downscaling the width or height of the components. During rescaling, the
aspect ratio of each component is maintained so that the shape of the component will
not be destroyed. The pixel values of rescaled components are normalized between the
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(a) Input gray scale im-
age.

(b) Binarization out-
put.

(c) Cleaned image after
noise and diacritics re-
moval

Figure 3.10: Document image preprocessing for orientation detection of Urdu documents.
Preprocessing mainly includes binarization and removal of noise and diacrit-
ics.

range of −1 and 1. Feature vectors are constructed using these rescaled and normalized
components in all four target orientations.

CNN architecture and training

A detailed description of CNNs and their working has already been discussed in the above
sections. In this work, a slightly different architecture of CNN is proposed for orientation
detection. As described before, a CNN is a kind of multilayer neural network with built-
in capability of feature extraction from raw input data. The general working of CNN
is the extraction of simple features at high resolution and converting them into more
complex features at a coarse resolution. The coarser resolution is obtained by using sub-
sampling layers. In this work, the first convolutional layer has 10 (5 x 5) convolutional
kernels, the second convolutional layers has 20 (5 x 5) convolutional kernels and each
convolutional layer is followed by sub-sampling layers with a sub-sampling factor of two.
The network has hidden layer with 100 hidden units and the output layer consists of 4
units corresponding to 4 orientation classes.

For training the CNN, features are extracted from 60% of book dataset under different
orientations. The network is trained for 200 epochs with 0.1 learning rate. An on-line
error backpropagation algorithm [LBBH98] is used to train the CNN.
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Table 3.4: Orientation detection accuracies for book test dataset.
Document orientation Connected component Overall connected Page level

level accuracy(%) component level accuracy(%) accuracy(%)
0 80.54

87.96 10090 85.04
180 93.8
270 92.44

3.3.4 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The dataset used in the evaluation has two distinctive properties, page layout and
font/text-printing technology. In Urdu publishing system, usually book, poetry etc. are
written by ‘Katibs’ (skilled calligraphers who can write in different calligraphy styles and
fonts) and these documents have variability in shape of similar ligatures. However, other
document categories like novel, magazine and newspaper etc. are printed by using print-
ing stamps and do not have shape variations for similar ligatures. The page layout of
each type of document is also different, for example poetry has unique layout of writing
words over other words etc. In this work, the CNN is trained only on the book dataset
but evaluation has also been performed on novel and poetry document images that vary
in shapes of similar ligatures and have different page layouts. The method is evaluated
in two experiments as given bellow.

Experiment 1

In first experiment, book dataset is used for training and evaluation of the method. As
explained above, 60% of the book dataset is used for training the neural network and
remaining 40% of the book data is used for validation (20%) and testing (20%) purposes.
The method attained an overall 88% recognition accuracy for the training set, 87% recog-
nition accuracy for the validation set and 87.96% recognition accuracy for the test dataset
at connected component level. Recognition accuracies for the test set in all orientations
are presented in Table 3.4. However, the method obtained 100% page level accuracy on
all documents in all four orientations by a majority count.
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Table 3.5: Orientation detection accuracies for novel and poetry datasets.
Dataset Document orientation Connected component Overall connected Page level

level accuracy(%) component level accuracy(%) accuracy(%)

Novel

0 63.64

76.29 10090 74.49
180 81.17
270 85.84

Poetry

0 74.2

84.63 10090 83.42
180 93.13
270 87.76

Experiment 2

In second experiment, the already trained CNN is evaluated for novel and poetry datasets
for all possible orientations. Experimental results, given in Table 3.5, show the robustness
and generalization capabilities of the method on unseen data. The method is trained only
on book dataset but the method is capable to categorize the novel and poetry document
images into correct orientations. The method gives less recognition accuracy on novel
dataset in comparison with book and poetry because novel dataset differs more in terms
of page layout and printing method. These variations in printing method cause the vari-
ability in shapes of similar Urdu ligatures and characters. The neural network is trained
only for one type of printed shapes and therefore it gives less accuracy for other type
of printing style. A higher accuracy at component level for novel or other printed style
category can be obtained by providing more training samples containing all variations
(printing style and font) to the CNN. However, the method resulted in 100% accuracy at
page level for these different categories of Urdu dataset.

3.3.5 Discussion

This section described a new approach for orientation detection of Urdu document images.
A convolutional neural network is used as a discriminative learning model to learn the
orientation of Urdu documents varying in layout and printing techniques. Connected
components are extracted from Urdu book dataset, rescaled to 40 x 40 dimension and
used as raw features for CNN training. Orientation of the input document is determined
by identifying the orientation of each connected component present in the document,
and page orientation is determined by majority count of orientations among connected
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components. The page level orientation detection accuracy is dependent on number of
connected components extracted from the page and it may decrease for pages having
few connected components. The proposed method has been evaluated on a subset of
publicly available Urdu dataset [SuHKB06] for book, novel and poetry categories. The
method reached 100% page level and overall 83% connected component level orientation
detection accuracy. Due to discriminative learning behavior of the proposed approach, it
can be applied to detect the orientation of other scripts.

3.4 General Discussion

This chapter presented a discriminative learning approach for document image analysis
using CNNs. The evaluation of the approach on different image processing applications
demonstrated the discriminative learning capabilities of ANNs. The approach worked at
connected component level in which a CNN is used as a discriminative learning model to
learn discriminative shape based variations from raw pixels of the connected component.
The CNN exploits 2 dimensional spatial correlation of neighboring pixel in the image
by using the concept of receptive fields and learns the local features in terms of edges,
points or corners. The proposed framework is used in application to script recognition
and orientation detection of various types of document images. The evaluation of the
approach on automatic script recognition resulted in above 95% script recognition ac-
curacy at connected component level. For this particular application, a post-processing
procedure is adopted to classify the diacritics based on closest neighboring connected
component’s script. A different CNN architecture is trained and evaluated for page ori-
entation detection and resulted in 100% page orientation detection accuracy for Urdu
documents of variable page layouts.



Chapter 4

A Combined ANN/HMM Approach
for OCR

Chapter 2 of this thesis presented a successful application of hidden Markov mod-
els to provide segmentation free OCR of low resolution text images. However, the
method is unable to produce good recognition accuracies for degraded text images.
The reason behind this limiting performance may be contributed to presence of
many variations because of noise, variable fonts, different font styles and font sizes,
and varying document types. HMMs are incapable to capture all these variations
owing to independent observation assumption and lack of discriminative recogni-
tion. ANNs are proved to be very good in learning discriminative shape based
variations as presented in Chapter 3. This chapter presents a novel and simple
integration of ANNs with HMMs to provide improved recognition performance by
eliminating the problems associated with HMMs. The combined ANNs/HMMs ap-
proach enables to incorporate discriminative learning and contextual knowledge at
character level into the system. A text line scanning neural network is developed
in which character class posterior probabilities are obtained by scanning a analysis
window over a text line. The output of the scanning neural network is decoded by
character level HMMs to provide segmentation free OCR of a complete text line.
In evaluations on a subset of the UNLV-ISRI document collection [TNBC99], the
proposed OCR system achieves 98.4% character recognition accuracy, that is sta-
tistically significantly better in comparison with character recognition accuracies
obtained from state-of-the-art open source OCR systems.
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4.1 Introduction

Optical character recognition of printed document images is one of the most addressed
areas of pattern recognition research in the last few decades. OCR systems have reported
to achieve high recognition rates and it is ubiquitously considered that OCR of machine
printed Latin script is a solved problem. However, error free character recognition is still
not possible for documents with moderate degradations, variable fonts, noise and broken
or touching characters. Moreover, character recognition accuracy further decreases in case
of handwritten or cursive script text. Building OCR systems with improved recognition
rates is required for many interesting industrial applications. For example, OCR process
has been central in building efficient mail sorting machines, providing text to speech
services for blinds or visual impaired people, automatic processing of official documents,
machine translation, text reading abilities in robots, and converting historic document
archives into digital libraries.

In the past, a number of different approaches to OCR have been introduced. A good
overview of the historical development of OCR research can be found in [MSY92]. Fu-
jisawa [Fuj08] presented an overview on the last 40-years of technical advances in the
field of character and document recognition. In fact, character recognition has remained
a universal benchmark for developing and testing pattern recognition algorithms due
to its universal nature. It includes essential problems of pattern recognition that are
common to most other topics, while having easy to comprehend inputs and outputs.
Some of the most widely used pattern recognition methods today were either devel-
oped for, or tested on character recognition problems to demonstrate their strengths.
Examples of the first category include Convolutional Neural Networks [LBBH98] and
Random Forests [AG97, Bre01a], and the latter category includes Support Vector Ma-
chines [SSB+97].

Mostly, OCR approaches rely on recognition of pre-segmented characters or character
candidates. The output of these approaches is often a recognition lattice that represents
segmentation and recognition alternatives [Bre08,Smi07]. However, these approaches are
vulnerable to cases where accurate character segmentation is not possible. For example,
in case of degraded printed text or handwritten and cursive script, segmentation of text
into characters is problematic and performance of the character segmentation significantly
affects character recognition accuracies. Hidden Markov models are common and suc-
cessful in unsegmented speech recognition [GY07,Rab89] and most of the segmentation
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free approaches in OCR are employed from speech recognition research. These models
are extensively applied to recognize unconstrained handwritten text or cursive scripts
[JBT96,Kho07,MB01]. However, HMMs have drawbacks like having independent obser-
vation assumption and being generative in nature.

Hybrid approaches, based on combinations of various neural networks and HMMs have
also been proposed in application to handwriting, cursive script and speech recognition.
In most of the hybrid approaches [BKW+99,MAGD01,KKS00,ECBGMZM11] a neural
network is used to augment the HMM either as an approximation of the probability den-
sity function or as a neural vector quantizer. Other hybrid approaches [SGH95,BLNB95,
KA98] use the neural networks as part of feature extraction process or to obtain the
observation probabilities for HMMs. These hybrid approaches either require combined
NN/HMM training criteria [ECBGMZM11] or they use complex neural network architec-
ture like time delay or space displacement neural networks [BLNB95]. Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) can be considered as an alternative to HMMs but are limited to isolated
character recognition due to the segmentation problem [Bou95]. Graves et. al [GLF+08]
combined RNNs with connectionist temporal classification (CTC) to provide segmenta-
tion free recognition of off-line and on-line handwritten text.

This chapter details1 a novel segmentation free OCR method that combines two state-
of-the-art pattern recognition paradigms –artificial neural networks and hidden Markov
models– to provide improved character recognition performance on degraded document
images. The ANNs can be used to learn shape based variations from raw input signals and
provide excellent discriminative learning capabilities as demonstrated in Chapter 3 of this
thesis. HMMs are good in learning time varying properties of the signal and give good
recognition performances on unsegmented text lines (Chapter 2). The proposed method
employs ANNs in combination with HMMs to capture discriminative and time varying
properties of unsegmented text lines. In the proposed combination, ANNs and HMMs
are trained independently on common dataset and the trained models are combined in a
simple way to provide segmentation free OCR.

Humans can efficiently and accurately recognize text of varying fonts in the presence of
noise and clutter. The unmatched human performance in reading text can be attributed
to several cognitive processes and reading strategies. Researchers from the field of cog-
nitive psychology and reading have presented several theories to explain the underlying

1This chapter is based on author’s work in [RSB12] and was nominated for IAPR best student paper
award. http://www.ict.griffith.edu.au/das2012/awards.html

http://www.ict.griffith.edu.au/das2012/awards.html
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cognitive processes during reading and text comprehension. The presented method, to
some extent, follows some of the cognitive reading based strategies in order to build a
robust OCR system. On a dataset of 1, 060 degraded text lines extracted from the widely
used UNLV-ISRI benchmark document collection, the presented system achieves a 30%
reduction in error rate as compared to Google’s Tesseract OCR system and 43% reduction
in error as compared to OCRopus OCR system, which are the best open source OCR
system available today.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives a brief description of
exiting ANNs/HMMs hybrid approaches. Section 4.3 details the proposed ANNs/HMMs
approach followed by a short overview of the cognitive reading strategies and their ap-
plication in the proposed method in Section 4.4. Evaluations of the proposed and cur-
rent state-of-the-art OCR methods on UNLV-ISRI text line images are presented in Sec-
tion 4.5. The outcomes of the presented methods are discussed in Section 4.6

4.2 Overview of Related Work

ANNs and HMMs are efficient pattern recognition strategies with different advantages
and disadvantages and their combination is an attractive choice in application to develop
robust pattern recognition applications. The combination of ANNs and HMMs is in-
teresting and leads to variety of different approaches in order to build hybrid systems.
Usually development of hybrid approaches concerns to handle issues related to overall sys-
tem architecture and estimation of joined system parameters, so that both the paradigms
can interact in an optimal way and support each other. Rigoll [Rig02] presented several
methods for combining HMMs and ANNs to develop hybrid systems. Most of the hybrid
systems are applied to unconstrained speech recognition and handwritten word recog-
nition problems [TG03, ECBGMZM11]. An important connection between HMMs and
ANNs is the emission probability component of HMM based systems in which emission
probability is assigned to each state. The emission component yields the probability of an
observed feature vector when HMM is in a specific state using discrete or continuous emis-
sion probabilities. The output modeling component of HMMs can be implemented using
a neural network architecture in which ANNs are used to estimate these emission proba-
bilities. In the hybrid systems different kinds of ANNs like multilayer perceptrons [DS14],
Kohnen self organizing maps [Koh01] or radial basis function networks [KBK+13] can be
used to provide emission probabilities of HMMs [Rig02].
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Knerr and Augustin [KA98] presented an ANN/HMM hybrid for handwritten word recog-
nition. In this work, the words were represented as left-right sequence of graphemes. The
system modeled the words with ergodic HMMs. The HMM observation probabilities
were modeled using a neural network to give observation probabilities for all HMMs.
The system employed a complex iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM) like training
of the hybrid and HMMs provided the targets for the training of the neural network. The
system is designed for small word vocabularies and resulted in around 93% word recog-
nition accuracy for the 30 word vocabulary of legal amount bank cheques. Marukatat
et al. [MAGD01] described a similar approach for on-line handwriting recognition us-
ing HMM and ANN hybrid. In this method the HMM emission probability densities
are approximated using mixtures of predictive multilayer perceptrons. The left-to-right
letter level HMMs were used to model words or sentences. The word level output was
augmented by a dictionary and language modeling. The method was trained on word
images and training consists in several iterations over the training set. Initially character
boundaries were estimated using default HMM parameters and in second stage, neural
network parameters were re-estimated based on word segmentation achieved in initial
step. The method used a dictionary based approach for word recognition and method
was extended to recognize sentences by integrating a language model. The system was
reported to give around 86% to 90% sentence recognition accuracy using three different
bi-grams.

Bengio et al. [BLNB95] presented a NN/HMM hybrid for on-line handwriting recognition
using convolutional neural networks and hidden Markov models. In this system neural
network and HMMs were jointly trained to minimize an error measure defined at the word
level. The neural network was used to recognize characters and the HMMs were used to
model the word candidates from the neural network output. The system used the fixed
size multi layer convolutional neural network (MLCNNs) with multiple input, multiple
output structure, and the output layer of the system consists of radial basis function
units. These MLCNNs are also called space displacement neural networks (SDNNs).
The SDNNs was used to provide scores associated to characters from different segments
of the word and a graph of character candidates was built using character level HMMs.
The three state character HMMs was used to model the sequence of network output
observed for each character. The observation graph of the input word was obtained by
connecting these character models.

Kim et al. [KKS00] developed a HMM-MLP hybrid model for cursive handwritten scripts.
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In this system they trained HMMs and MLPs using two different set of features. The
HMM model was built using implicit segmentation based word level HMMs in which four
different kinds of features were used for training the HMMs. The MLPs were trained
using mesh and crossing features. The outputs of the trained models were combined
using three different combination schemes such as conventional voting, linear confidence
accumulation (LCA) and weighted multiplication method. The HMM and MLP hybrid is
based on the idea that two different classification paradigms can compliment each other
by using different feature sets. The hybrid of HMM and MLP system resulted in 92.2%
recognition rate on a subset of CENPARMI database.

Jaeger et al. [JMRW01] also reported development of an hybrid system for on-line hand-
writing recognition. The system is based on multi-state time delay neural networks (MS-
TDNNs). MS-TDNNs is an extension of time delay neural networks (TDNNs) that is
combined with a nonlinear time alignment method to find an optimal alignment between
strokes and characters in handwritten words. In the proposed MS-TDNNs, words are rep-
resented as sequence of characters and each character is modeled with three states that
represent first, middle and last part of the character. Hence, the MS-TDNNs structure
can be considered as an ANNs/HMMs hybrid. The MS-TDNN is trained in three steps
with backpropagation algorithm. Initial training procedures require segmented word data
for alignment using Viterbi algorithm. However, in final training step, the Viterbi training
is replaced by force alignment procedure and can be performed on unsegmented words.
The recognition system is based on a predefined lexicon of words in which a search tree
is built for every character representing all words starting with this specific character.
The nodes in every tree are HMMs that represent individual characters. For training
the overall system, the word images have been gone through a series of sophisticated
preprocessing steps, and a number of different features were computed. The system was
evaluated on different datasets by using several dictionaries. The system is reported to
achieve 96% recognition rate for a 5,000 word dictionary when trained with printed and
handwritten data from different databases.

Recently, España-Boquera et al. [ECBGMZM11] proposed HMM/ANN hybrid model for
recognition of unconstrained off-line handwritten text. In the proposed system left-to-
right HMMs were used to model graphemes. A neural network was employed to estimate
the emission probabilities instead of Gaussian mixtures. The estimates of the posterior
probabilities of the neural network were divided by prior state probabilities, resulting in
scaled likelihoods which were used as emission probabilities in the HMMs. The training
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of the complete hybrid system was performed by an iterative EM algorithm, where the
training cycles of ANN and HMMs were altered. Training of ANNs usually requires
labeling of every feature vector, and this could be done either by providing hand crafted
label data or by using a previously trained system. The system was reported to improve
the error rate by 42% over the base line HMM based system on IAM database.

4.3 Proposed Method

This section explains the building blocks of the proposed OCR methodology. The system
consists of five modules:

1. Preprocessing

2. Feature extraction

3. Auto tunable multilayer perceptron (AutoMLP)

4. Text line scanning

5. Hidden Markov models

4.3.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is one of the basic steps in almost every pattern recognition system. It is
applied to transform the input data to a uniform format that is suitable for the extraction
of discriminative features. Preprocessing normally includes noise removal, background
extraction, binarization or image enhancement etc. In the present system, preprocessing
consists of skew correction and text line normalization. These two steps are important
for reliable text recognition. In the following, a brief detail of these two steps is provided.

Skew correction

Printed documents originally have zero skew, but when a page is scanned or photocopied,
(nonzero) skew may be introduced. A skew correction algorithm aligns the text line with
the x-axis of the image. The operation corrects any rotation that may have occurred
during scanning. For skew correction, it is required to determine the skew angle of the
text line image. It is assumed that the lower baseline of the text line can be approximated
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by a straight line as described in [MB01] and the skew angle of the base line can be further
used for alignment. The lower baseline is determined by computing the lowest white pixel
for each column of the text line. In this system, the writing is represented in the form
of white pixels and background in the form of black pixels. The set P of white pixels,
obtained by the process, approximate the lower baseline of the given text line. Formally,
the set P can be represented as follows

P = {pi = (xi, yi)|lowest white pixel in column xi} (4.1)

Linear regression is applied on the set of points P , and the objective is to compute the
slope “m” and y intercept “b” of a straight line, as given in the following equation

y = mx+ b (4.2)

Let’s suppose that the if set P has n number of values then the mean value of x and y
can be computed as:

µx = 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi, µy = 1
n

n∑
i=1

yi (4.3)

The line parameters m and b are computed by following two formulas

m =
∑n
i=1 xiyi − nµxµy∑n

i=1 x
2
i − µ2

x

, b = µy −mµx (4.4)

Linear regression minimizes the error between the give set of points and the line, but
character’s descenders may influence the regression line. In case of lower baseline estima-
tion, character’s descenders can be considers as outliers in the set of points P . To reduce
this influence on the regression line, the summed squared error between the line and the
set P can be computed as follows

e =
n∑
i=1

(mxi + b− yi)2 (4.5)

If the total error e is greater than a predefined threshold t, the point pi with larger value
from the sum is eliminated from set P . The whole process is repeated until the error e
is less than threshold t. When the parameters for the text line are estimated, the skew
angle is determined as below:

α = mtan(m) (4.6)
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Figure 4.1: Typographical arrangements of letters in an example text line. The figure
shows ascender and descender regions of the text line. The x-height is typi-
cally refers to height of letter “x” in a particular font.

The skew of the text line is corrected by rotating the text line with −α angle.

Text line normalization

Text line normalization is an essential step for training the neural network classifier. The
neural network takes the fixed dimensional input and text lines usually differ significantly
with respect to height and width of the characters. In this system, text line normalization
is based on vertical and horizontal scaling of the text line. This work introduced a novel
text line normalization technique while preserving typeface characteristics of the text
line. The main objective is to transforms the printed text into a standard position along
the vertical axis of the text line.

In English typography, a baseline is the line upon which most letters “sit” and a mean-
line is at half the distance from the baseline to the cap height, where cap height refers to
the height of a capital letter in a particular typeface. The portion of a letter that extends
below the baseline is called descender, and the portion of a letter that extends above the
mean-line is called ascender. Ascender is part of a letter that is taller than the font’s
x-height [Typ12]. Typically, x-height is the height of letter x in a particular font [Wik11].
Figure 4.1 illustrates the typographic arrangements of characters in a typical text line.
For Latin scripts, the typographic arrangements preserve the major characteristics that
define appearance of a typeface.

In the proposed method, instead of normalizing height of the input text line to a certain
value, the text line contents are normalized to get a standard typographic arrangement
for all the characters in the text line. In this regard, the x-height of the text line is
normalized to a specific height and the ascenders and descenders are rescaled accord-
ingly. During the normalization process the input text line is first decomposed into three
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regions; an ascender region, a descender region and a middle region. These regions are
extracted by estimating the mean-line and baseline of the input text line. The baseline is
already known during skew correction, and the mean-line is determined by similar linear
regression method, that is used to estimate the baseline. After estimating the baseline
and mean-line, the average point of the points that estimated the baseline and mean-line
is calculated. The region between the top most vertical point and the average mean-line
point is considered as an ascender region, the region between the average mean-line point
and the average baseline point is considered as a middle region, and the region between
the average baseline point and the bottom most vertical point is considered as a descender
region. Figures 4.2(a), 4.2(b) and 4.2(c) show an example text line image, its marked
baseline, mean-line, top most and bottom most points, and three extracted regions from
this text line image.

The heights of ascender and descender regions depend on the existence of ascenders or
descenders in a particular text line. If the height of ascender and descender regions do
not exceed from a particular threshold, then it is assumed that the text line does not have
the ascender or descender portions in the text. After extraction of ascender, descender
and middle regions, the input text line is normalized by following the below mentioned
steps.

1. Heights of the ascender and descender regions are made equal to the height of
middle region, by padding with extra pixels, or by cropping the extra pixels.

2. Each of these regions are rescaled independently to 10 pixels height.

3. The normalized text line is obtained by joining the scaled regions to each other
vertically.

Figure 4.2(d) shows rescaled regions and figure 4.2(e) shows the normalized text line image
obtained after joining these region vertically. The main goal of this normalization step
is to ensure that the characters have approximately the same height for every character
instance in the database and also to obtain the similar height text lines. The width of the
text lines are determined relatively to the original image height and text lines are rescaled
without affecting the ratio of x-height to the body height (one of the major characteristics
that defines the appearance of a typeface). The input text line is normalized to 30 pixels
height and each extracted region of the text line is rescaled to 10 pixels height as a fraction
desired height (desiredheight3 ).
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(a) Input text line.

(b) Identification of baseline, mean-line, top most and bottom most points of the input text
line.

(c) Extraction of ascender, middle and descender regions of the input text line.

(d) Rescaling of ascender, middle and descender regions to a specific height value.

(e) Normalized text line after vertical joining of the rescaled regions of the input text line.

Figure 4.2: Text line normalization process. The text line is divided into three regions.
Each region is rescaled to a specific common height value. The rescaled
regions are combined vertically to give a normalized text line image.
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4.3.2 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is an important step in building any recognition system. Features
are extracted to get discriminative information from raw input. Selection of appropriate
features is difficult task. In most pattern recognition applications, features are manu-
ally described and vary from application to application. It is commonly assumed that
characters are recognized by analyzing the sub-orthographic features like lines, angels,
and curves. Mostly, character recognition methods employed pixel based features, pixel
distribution and structural features like dots, wholes, ascenders, descenders, and t-bars
etc. In the current system, handcrafted features for the classification are not defined,
rather artificial neural networks are used to learn the features directly from raw input.
The neural network based features are generated from the entire text line for possible
character and non-character or “garbage” classes. These extracted features are later used
in the recognition process of the text line. The following subsections detail the steps
during features extraction process.

Character segmentation

Character segmentation is required only to train the artificial neural network on character
and non-character class instances. The possible character candidates are obtained by
using a dynamic programming based character segmentation method [Bre01b]. In this
method, text lines are over-segmented into sub-character images by curved pre-stroke cut
segmentation. The algorithm evaluates a large set of curved cuts through the input image
with the help of dynamic programming. A small optimal subset of cuts is selected for
final text line segmentation. The algorithm is part of OCRopus OCR engine [OCR08] for
character segmentation of Latin text. The output of the algorithm is a color coding that
separates the characters from each other using a unique color code. Figure 4.3 shows the
character segmentation results of an example text line.

Figure 4.3: Output of character segmentation algorithm in color coded format. Pixels
of each segmented character are assigned a unique intensity value and each
segmented character is represented by a different color code.
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Mapping function

The color coded text lines are used as basis for the identification of character and non-
character positions on the normalized text lines. The pixels in the color coded text
lines and the normalized text lines have different Cartesian coordinates due to change
in image size during normalization process. A mapping function is defined to map the
character positions from color coded text line image to the normalized text line image.
The mapping function β maps the mass center point of each character in color coded text
line to a point in the normalized text line. The mass center point of each character in a
color coded text line and the mapping factors are computed by using following equations:

P (xmid, ymid) = (xtop + xbottom
2 ,

ytop + ybottom
2 ) (4.7)

Where xtop, ytop, xbottom, and ybottom are the top and bottom (x, y) positions of each
character in color coded text line.

xmapping_factor = heightnormalized ∗
1

heightcolour_coded
(4.8)

ymapping−factor = widthnormalized ∗
1

widthcolour_coded
(4.9)

Where heightnormalized, heightcolor_coded, widthnormalized, and widthcolor_coded are heights
and lengths of the normalized and color coded text lines.

The corresponding point on line normalized text line image was determined as following:

P (nxmid, nymid) = (xmid ∗ xmapping_factor, ymid ∗ ymapping_factor) (4.10)

The above equation provides an estimate of the center point for each character in the
normalized text line.

Feature vector generation

As described above, the feature vectors are generated for character and non-character
elements of the text line. A 30 × 20 (height × width) window is used for this purpose.
The window is named as “contextual window” because it also captured the neighboring
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Figure 4.4: Contents of different contextual windows on a text line. The figure shows an
example character window, an example non-character window and an example
space window on the text line.

context of the targeted character. The non-character elements are treated as a single
“garbage” class that includes the examples in which two consecutive characters or their
parts are appeared in the contextual window. The window is placed at the center of first
possible character on the normalized text line, so that the base line is at y = 20, x-height
is at y = 10 and the character is at the center of the window (taking y = 0 at top of
the text line). The window width is adjusted to 20 pixels. This value is sufficient to
enclose the widest character in the dataset and, in addition, to enclose the pixels from
the left and right neighboring characters. This neighboring context is important to adapt
the network in various degradations and noise. The contextual window moved from one
possible character to another possible character to extract the feature vectors for valid
characters. Feature vectors for non-character or garbage class are obtained by placing
the window at the center of two consecutive characters as shown in Figure 4.4. Spaces
are considered as valid characters and distinction between a space and a garbage class
is made by computing the distance between two consecutive characters. If the distance
is less than a specific threshold value then it is considered as garbage, otherwise it is
considered as a space. Due to variations in inter-character spaces, the threshold was
computed for every text line. A mean distance between all characters in a text line was
computed and standard deviation was added to the mean. The sum of mean and standard
deviation provides the threshold value for spaces. At each 30 × 20 contextual window,
gray scale pixel values are used to construct the feature vector xi ∈ R600.
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4.3.3 Auto Tunable Multilayer Perceptron (AutoMLP)

Multilayer perceptrons [Bis95] are used for the identification of character units on the
input text lines. Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are feed forward artificial neural networks
and consist of multiple layers of interconnected processing nodes, called neurons. The
most common network architecture contains a input layer, a hidden layer and an output
layer. The nodes at input layer are the non-processing elements and are only responsible
to take the input from the environment. The nodes at hidden and output layers are the
main processing elements with nonlinear activation function. The architecture is called
multilayer and feedforward due to multiple layers of processing elements, and flow of
information is forwarded form one layer to the other. Typically, in MLPs the layers are
fully connected, this means that all the units in one layer are connected with all the
units in the next layer. Multilayer preceptrons are usually trained by using supervised
learning technique. In supervised learning, the correct results or the desired outputs from
the network are known in advance and are used to adjust the network weights during
training process.

Determining the suitable neural network topology and training parameters is not a
straightforward task in most of the pattern recognition applications. Usually, the number
of input and output nodes are determined from the application, but selection of appro-
priate number of hidden nodes requires lots of experimentation. Too few hidden nodes
will prevent the network to fully learn the desired function and too many hidden units
may cause the network to overfit the training data. In addition, the choice of learning
rate and number of epochs also effect the performance of the trained network. In this
work, auto tunable multilayer perceptron (AutoMLP) [BS10] is used to avoid the above
mentioned problems during training. The AutoMLP works by combining the ideas from
genetic algorithms and stochastic optimization. It maintains a small ensemble of net-
works that are trained in parallel with different learning rates and different numbers of
hidden units using gradient based optimization algorithms [Bis95]. After a small fixed
number of epochs, the error rate is determined on a validation set. The worst performer
neural networks are replaced with copies of the best networks, modified to have different
numbers of hidden units and learning rates.

The AutoMLP has been trained on character and non-character classes. In this work, 94
character classes -upper and lower case Latin characters, numerals, punctuation marks
and white space– are used along with one extra garbage class. The network, in result,
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has total 95 output nodes corresponding to each class. The input layer got the input
from the pixels enclosed in a 30× 20 window, and it has 600 input nodes. The network
is trained using supervised learning and a class label is provided for each class in batch
mode. Training data is obtained from the text lines extracted from UNLV ISRI database.
The text lines are preprocessed as described above, and features are extracted by placing
the contextual window at each possible character and non-character positions on the
text line. In this work, 57, 600 text lines are used that provide 3, 869, 327 character and
non-character instances for training the AutoMLP.

4.3.4 Text Line Scanning

The trained neural network can now be used to obtain the neural features for final recog-
nition. The activations at the output layer can be interpreted as the probabilities of
observing the character or non-character classes at a particular position on the text line.
This leads us to the idea of text line scanning neural network (NN). The neural network
is now able to provide the output in terms of posterior probabilities of observing a cer-
tain character or non-character at an arbitrary position on the text line. The text line
scanning neural network operates by moving a contextual window, from left to right, on a
normalized text line. The output of the line scanning neural network is a vector of poste-
rior probabilities (one element for each character class) and it can be consider as a frame.
The probability of a specific character class depends on the position of the contextual
window on the text line. A maximum probability value for a particular character class is
obtained when the character is fully aligned at the center of the window. The frame-wise
output of the network is illustrated in figure 4.5. This kind of output is similar to the
output generated by Graves et al. [GFGS06,GLF+08] using RNN and CTC architecture.

4.3.5 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been successfully applied to continuous speech,
handwritten and cursive text recognition [Jel97], [BSM99], [MB01] due to their ability
to recognize time varying and dynamic patterns. HMMs can be realized as a stochastic
finite state automata with several states. Transitions among the states are done by
state transition probabilities. In addition to these transition probabilities, an emission
probability is associated to each state, which provides the probability of observing a
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of the line scanning NN output. Each vertical slice obtained
from scanning neural network is referred as a frame. (a) normalized input
text line, (b) frame-wise output from line scanning NN in image form, (c) a
graph of posterior probabilities for top classes (blue), for spaces (green), (d)
a graph of posterior probabilities for garbage class (red).

feature vector at this state. The emission probabilities are the only outcome to the
external environment and the states of the HMMs are hidden to the outside world, hence
name as hidden Markov models [Rab90]. In HMMs based systems, the recognition process
is done by aligning the feature vector sequences to the HMMs states and computation
of the observation probabilities for observed patterns at each particular state. For more
details about HMMs and their applications readers are referred to [Rab90] or to the
Section 2.3 of this thesis.

In this work, hidden Markov models are employed for the recognition of entire text lines.
The posterior probabilities of character candidates, obtained from the scanning neural
network, are used as feature vectors for training the HMMs. The main idea is that the
output of line scanning neural network can be interpreted as a left-to-right sequence of
signals that are analogous to the temporal sequence of acoustic signals in speech. HMMs
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Figure 4.6: 10 states left-to-right HMM topology with self loops and one state skip.

provide adequate framework for modeling these temporal sequences into character units
and decoding the sequences of characters with the help of bi-gram language modeling.
The output frames, generated by scanning neural network, are treated as the observations
for Gaussian mixture based HMMs. The output probabilities from scanning NN have very
skewed distribution. The probabilities are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (σ = 0.5)
and are converted to negative logs before passing to HMMs.

In small vocabulary systems, it is possible to build an individual HMM for every text
line or every word in the database. But in case of systems with large vocabulary, this
method requires lots of training data and computational efficiency to provide a reasonable
recognition rate. In addition, the choice of word level HMMs limits the scope of the
recognition system to only recognize the words that exist in the lexicon. In this system,
character level HMMs are used. The use of character models allows to provide an open
vocabulary OCR system by using a fixed number of hidden Markov models, one model for
each character in the database. In the following sections, hidden Markov models topology
and training process are briefly explained.

Hidden Markov model topology

A simple left-to-right HMM topology is taken in modeling all the character classes. Each
model in the system has left-to-right transitions, multi-states, self loops to the states,
and one state skip. The HMM topology used in this system is shown in figure 4.6. This
topology is followed because it suits to capture the intra-character variations and intra-
character similarities during the scanning process. The self loops are provided for common
intra-character features and skips are necessary to capture the abrupt intra-character
variations. Moreover, this topology has also been applied in various HMMs based text
recognition systems developed for recognition of multiple scripts [DNP+05]. Selection of
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Figure 4.7: Ergodic HMM topology. In this topology any character model can be reached
from any other model in finite number of transitions.

number of states for each character model is a design parameter [Sch03]. Usually, the
optimal number of states varies from one character model to other, and depends on the
representing features for that character. In most HMMs based OCR system, pixels based
features are extracted by using a frame of certain width. Characters with small width
may require less number of states in comparison to the characters that have larger width.
However, in this system, a very different kind of features (posterior probabilities) are
used with the help of a fixed size contextual window and a single number to represent
the internal states of all character models can be chosen. Each character model in the
database has 10 states and the number of states is empirically determined over a small
set of validation data. In addition, two extra non-emitting states, “start” and “end”, are
used to provide the transitions from one character model to other character model. 94
character models are provided to represent all the characters in the database. Text lines
are modeled by concatenating the character models in an ergodic HMMs topology [Sch09].
The ergodic topology, as shown in figure 4.7, enables the transitions from one character
model to other character model. Spaces are treated as a valid character in the system
and a separate HMM is used to represent the spaces during recognition process.

This system uses continuous density HMMs and the output probabilities are expressed
with mixture of Gaussians. The basic function of HMM output modeling is to com-
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pute the probability of a feature vector if it is assumed that the underlying HMM is in
particular state while the feature vector is being generated [Rab90]. Good recognition ac-
curacy is obtained by using 256 Gaussian mixtures per state. This number is determined
empirically over a small set of validation data.

Hidden Markov model training

Hidden Markov models have been trained iteratively over 57, 600 text lines from UNLV
ISRI database. Features are extracted from all the text lines with scanning network ap-
proach. HMMs are trained by using the extracted features and textual transcriptions of
the text lines. The training process estimates the parameters –state transition probabili-
ties and feature probabilities distribution– of each character HMM. Training or estimating
the HMM parameters is performed using Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm [YKO+06],
which iteratively aligns the feature vectors with the character models in maximum likeli-
hood sense. The training algorithm guarantees a convergence of a local maximum of the
likelihood function. The feature probability distributions are characterized by the means,
variances, and weights of the Gaussian mixtures. Training is not performed at character
level, rather entire text line is used for training.

4.3.6 Text Line Recognition

The recognition step shares the same normalization procedure as used for training the
scanning neural network. Input text line is normalized to 30 pixels height. A 30x20
window is moved in the direction of writing for the extraction of neural network based
features. The window is moved pixel by pixel and contents of the window are passed to the
specially trained neural network (as illustrated in section 4.3.3). The frame-wise output
of the neural network is collected and is passed to the trained hidden Markov models for
final recognition. A global HMM is built for the whole text line by concatenating the
final states of the character models to the first states of all the other character models.
The Viterbi algorithm [Rab89] is applied to determine the best path in the global HMM.
The best path represents the sequence of characters with the maximum probability, given
the frame-wise scanning neural network features. Figure 4.8 shows the architecture of the
proposed OCR system. The architecture makes it possible to recognize the input text lines
by avoiding the difficult task of segmentation a text line into individual characters. In fact
the basic input to the HMM are the neural features, extracted with the help of a artificial
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Figure 4.8: A combined ANN/HMM OCR system architecture.
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neural network, from a complete text line. The output of the scanning neural network
represents the neuronal signals in form of spikes for the detected character classes. The
output can also be decoded into detected character sequences by using a peak detection
(local maximum) algorithm.

Character bi-grams

The HMM based recognition process can be augmented by using the language level con-
textual knowledge. The language level contextual information can be introduced by using
prior probabilities of the characters in the language considered. There are several ways
to introduce the contextual knowledge into the recognition system. For example, the
probabilities on a succession of characters like bi-grams or trigrams of characters can be
considered to provide the contextual knowledge. Or a word lexicon or a dictionary of
words extracted from some large text corpus can be used for this purpose. However, the
lexicon based recognition puts a hard constraint on the system and it can only recognize
the words that are available in the dictionary. In this work, the character bi-grams are
introduced to augment the Viterbi decoding during recognition process. The character
bi-grams have been trained explicitly during HMMs training from the entire training
data.

4.4 Cognitive Reading Strategies

Human reading is a nearly analogous cognitive process to OCR that involves decoding of
printed symbols into meanings. The reading process includes complete visual perception
of the text, recognition of the iconic symbols on the page, and extraction of meanings
from the text. During this process, people utilize their existing knowledge of the language
and a mixture of information to derive meanings from the written text. For example,
knowledge of the text orientation, syntax, semantics, morpheme, context and phonology
are the important features for skilled reading. This section puts forward some cognitive
reading strategies that have been used as a baseline for design and development of the
proposed OCR method.
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4.4.1 Eye Fixations and Retina Level Processing

The human visual system enables individuals to perceive information from the envi-
ronment. People see things when the eye lens focuses an image onto a light sensitive
membrane in the back of the eye. This membrane is called “retina” and it acts as a
transducer to convert the patterns of light into neuronal signals. In the reading process,
the retina level processing corresponds to eye fixations and perceptual acuity. For exam-
ple, in case of reading English, eyes move forward from left to right across the text line
with alternate “stable” and “moving” phases, called fixations and saccades. Fixations
typically last for 250 to 500 milliseconds. Saccades are fast and ballistic movements that
bring the gaze to another location on the text line. The average saccade size in reading
is about 7-8 letter spaces and most saccades are forward movements. It is believed that
vision is suppressed during saccades and visual perception from text is only obtained
during fixations [Ray98].

In looking straight ahead, the visual field can be divided into foveal, parafoveal, and
peripheral regions. Fovea is comprising the central 2◦ of the visual field and it is the area
where visual acuity is very good. Acuity drops off markedly in the parafoveal region, that
extends out to 5◦ on either side of the fixation point and it is even poorer in the peripheral
region that is outside of the parafoveal range [RJP07]. The saccadic eye movements are
mainly because of acuity limitation and the purpose of eye movements during reading
is to place the to-be-processed text in the foveal region, where it can be most easily
recognized.

Eye-contingent techniques make it possible to examine the eye movements during ordinary
reading. The techniques rely on eye tracking equipments and computers that manipulate
the text during a saccade. The reader is unable to perceive these text manipulations
if the change is completed before the saccade has finished. For example, in “moving
window technique” a portion of the text is appeared normally at the center of reader’s
fixation point and all of the text outside this “window” or text portion is replaced by
something meaningless like “xxxx”. Each time the fixation point changes the window is
also moved so that there is a portion of normal text surrounded by some meaningless
text. The theory behind this technique suggests that if the size of the window is large
enough, reading will not be affected. McConkie and Rayner [MR75] are first who used
this moving window technique and examined how many letters are required to provide
normal reading experience. According to this study the perceptual span is around 15
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(a) Acuity of foveal vision around a fixation point in a text line. The line below shows different
levels of acuity in vision. Figure has been adopted from Wikipedia [HW10]

(b) Acuity region around a fixation point in a text line

Figure 4.9: Acuity in foveal vision and in the proposed system.

letters and if the reader is given 15 letters past the fixation point, then reading speed is
just as fast as normal reading without moving window.

In this work, retinal level processing is incorporated with the help of the moving window
technique. A window is defined that corresponds to the foveal region, same as in the
human visual field, and the information lying at the center of the window is processed by
higher level processing units. This system mimics the eye fixation behavior and is similar
to fixating at the region of a visual field that need to be processed. The perceptual
span is defined by the width of the window which is an adjustable parameter. Currently,
window width is fixed to 20 pixels that is suitable to enclose every single English alphabet
available in the database. In this work, saccadic movements are not used, rather pixel by
pixel scanning of the text line is employed. The saccadic eye movements are only due to
the acuity limitations and saccades are made to perceive the visual stimulus that is closer
to fovea. In the present system, the whole window is considered as foveal region and
therefore the saccade span is limited to one pixel only. However, the window can scan
across the text line by more than one pixel transitions. In reference to human reading, the
visual span is roughly 15 letter spaces and the average saccade length is about 7−8 letters.
So according to these finding the window can be move forward by making saccades of
8−10 pixels. Figure 4.9 shows the foveal acuity and eye fixations during reading process,
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and formation of acuity region (a scanning window) in the present system.

4.4.2 Serial Order Scanning

Some psychologists believe that word recognition is based on the shape of the visual
stimulus and words are recognized as a single unit. Many psychologist and word recogni-
tion models disagree and suggest that words are recognized analytically using letters as
abstract identities for processing. Among these models, there is another debate on how
brain processes these letter identities, serially or in parallel. In parallel input models, or-
thographic components of input stimulus are processed in parallel, but in serial models,
components are processed in sequential order [Dav99].

Left to right serial scanning has been justified by many models of reading. Sperling [Spe60]
presented the idea of scanning visual information in a short term visual store. He argued
that the presentation of visual stimulus forms a two dimensional representation in vi-
sual information storage. The information in visual storage remains only for few seconds
unless it is overwritten by new information due to saccade to a new location. In some
other experiments, Sperling [Spe63] examined how rapidly a letter could be read out of
this visual storage. He employed visual masking procedure in which he showed strings of
random letters to the participants. These random strings had been shown in between the
display of a forward and a backward mask (random dot patterns). The display duration
of random strings was varied from 0 to 60 milliseconds. It had been observed that there
was a linear trend between letter identification and time, and participants were able to
report one additional letter for each additional 10 milliseconds of delay.

In consistence with Sperling’s [Spe63] findings, Gough [Gou72] suggests that the reading
process starts with the formation of an icon. (In this process) When the eye fixates on
a text line, the image in the visual field is registered in an iconic memory. The iconic
memory is of a shorter duration but it roughly contains 20 letter spaces of the text line
during fixation. The iconic memory is then internally scanned letter by letter, into a
character register which is more durable form of storage. However, the iconic scan does
not correspond to the visual scan involving in physical eye movements.

Models that include the word length effect during word recognition process also support
the serial letter recognition hypothesis. The obvious implication is that shorter words
are recognized faster than longer words. Cattell [Cat86] found that long words took
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more time to name than shorter words. This result has been observed frequently in the
standard naming and in perceptual identification studies [Dav99]. The word length effect
is also observed in the visual word recognition experiments that have been presented in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, both for words and non-words, even though these experiments
do not require the production of a pronunciation.

In contrast to serial processing of letter strings, some psychologists believe in parallel
processing of letter strings [MR81,HS99,CRP+01]. It has been assumed that if there is
no effect of reaction/response time (RT) on the numbers of items to be processed, it can
be considered as the basis of parallel processing. However, Whitney and Lavidor [WL04]
argued that serial processing could fail to yield a length effect if increased length also
have counter balancing facilitative effect. An increase in numbers of letters in the word
may reduce the time for the settlement of lexical network as compared to the shorter
words. The increased letter processing time and the decreased lexical settlement time
may cancel each other and therefore there is no length effect in serial processing. Some
recent electroencephalography (EEG) studies in lexical decision also support this scenario
and show that word length have no effect on RT but it yields complementary effects on
EEG amplitude at different time periods [HP04]. A more recent study [NFPB06] provides
the analysis that once the effects of frequency, number of syllables and orthographic
neighborhood size were factored out, RT shows a reverse behavior and RT decreases with
increase in length for three to five letter words and it remains constant for five to eight
letter words.

In this work, the serial letter scan approach is adopted. The serial letter scan is considered
as a more obvious phenomenon in reading as concluded by above mentioned studies. Some
other implications in English reading include

• Reading is inherently left-to-right process

• Eyes skip from left-to-right across the page

• Sequences of words are read serially left-to-right and the sequences of letters are
also read from left to right

Therefore, in the proposed OCR system, text lines are processed from left-to-right in
search of possible letter candidates.
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4.4.3 Neural Processing

People constantly receive different kinds of sensory inputs from the environment and are
able to process this information with great ease. People can easily distinguish among sev-
eral object categories, recognize persons, distinguish between sounds, identify different
kinds of tastes and smells, and are able to perform computationally demanding percep-
tual task effortlessly. The reason behind this amazing performance is the massive (and)
parallel neural structure of human brain. The human brain is composed of more than 10
billion basic processing units called neurons. Neurons are connected to each other and
work in parallel to perform a specific cognitive task. The network of these connected
neurons is referred as biological neural network.

The complex structure and working mechanism of human brain is not understood com-
pletely, but it is possible to model the higher level working mechanism of biological
neurons in the form of artificial neurons. Connectionist or neural models of reading
emerged largely to describe the explicit behavior of human brain during the reading pro-
cess [Pla05]. In these models, the cognitive processes involved in reading are implemented
in the form of a cooperative and competitive interaction of simple neurons. Typically,
each neuron is modeled using a real valued activity function. Interaction among the
neurons is governed by weighted connections that represent the knowledge of the sys-
tem. These weights are gradually learned through experience. The units are organized
into layers or groups, and activities of different layers are processed hierarchically among
the layers in a feed forward or a bi-directional way. In this scenario, activities at some
group of nodes may encode the input to the system and activities at some other groups
of nodes may show the output or system’s response based on this input. In this way, a
group of layers can be built to encode different kind of knowledge like, written form or
orthography, spoken form or phonology, and meaning or semantics of the word.

Most of existing connectionist models of reading focus on the processing of a single word.
However, these models differ widely in employing underlying knowledge representation
and processing mechanism. The representation of a word in a particular model can be
localist (i.e. one processing unit per word) or distributed (multiple units for each word).
McClelland and Rumelhart presented the first localist, non-linear connectionist model
of reading, “the interactive activation and competition (IAC) model of letter and word
perception” [MR81, RM82]. Later, Seidenberg and McClelland [SM89b], and Plaut et
al. [PMSP96] further progressed in the development of neural network based models of
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Figure 4.10: Output activations of the line scanning neural network at different charac-
ter classes. Peaks represent the higher posterior probability of particular
character classes on the text line image.

reading to capture more human reading behaviors. Mozer [Moz87, Moz91] presented
a connectionist model of visual object recognition and spatial attention. The model is
called MORSEL (Multiple Object Recognition and Attentional Selection) and it has been
trained to recognize letters and words at various positions on its "retina." The system is
hierarchically organized in the form of layers. Each layer in the recognition system consist
of units with spatially restricted receptive fields. At the top of the system are position
independent units, that respond to specific letter triples like ‘#HO’, ‘OUS’, ‘USE’, ‘SE#’
for the word ‘HOUSE’.

This work utilizes a connectionist neural architecture in the form of multilayer perceptrons
to recognize letter units present in the input text line. Multilayer perceptron [Bis95]
architecture is composed of a large number of interconnected neurons and these neurons
work in parallel to solve a specific problem, similar to biological neurons. The neurons
are connected to each other in hierarchical layers of nodes. The input nodes contain
the activities in the form of pixel intensities. The pixel intensities are enclosed in a
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window which slides across the input text line. The input layer is referred as retina
layer because it corresponds to the visual stimulus in the foveal region of the system.
The activities at retina layer are passed to the next processing nodes (hidden nodes) via
weighted connections. The activities at hidden nodes are computed by weighted sum of
the input nodes and are passed to the final output layer. The final nodes also compute
the weighted sum of values coming from hidden nodes and provide the output after
applying a “squashing” function. The weights have been learned during a supervised
training process, and these weighted connections represent the knowledge of a character
recognition system. The activities at the output layer are dependent on the activities at
the retina layer and the hidden layer. Whenever the retina layer finds a possible character
candidate in the visual span of the window, a high spike is generated on output nodes
corresponding to that character class. The spike correspond to the posterior probability
of the top candidate character within the window as shown in Figure 4.10.

4.4.4 Local Contextual Analysis

Most researchers believe that reading is much more than recognizing isolated characters.
People use various contextual and semantic sources to understand the written text effi-
ciently. Context can be considered at different levels of knowledge representations and
is often required for reliable recognition. In order to build a recognition system based
on human visual perception, local contextual coding may play a role in determining the
contextual relation of individual characters.

The usage of local context is initially adopted from the work of Wickelgren [Wic69] who
proposed the concept of ‘wickelphone’ to encode positions of of phonemes in speech. The
idea is first used by Seidenberg and McClelland [SM89a] in the form of ‘wickelgraphs’
or letter triples for encoding of letter strings. According to their proposed model, word
‘BLACK’ can be coded as ‘#BL’, ‘BLA’, ‘LAC’, ‘ACK’, and ’CK#’ where # represents a
space. This kind of arrangement is unique and the five wickelgraphs cannot be re-arranged
to make any other word of English.

Most recent schemes for local context coding are based on bi-gram contextual analysis.
For example, the SERIOL model [Whi01] uses the idea of ‘open bi-grams’ in orthographic
processing of the input letter string. According to the model, bi-gram nodes can recog-
nize ordered pair of letters, corresponding to the neuronal units that fire only if ‘A’ is
followed by ‘B’. The activation of bi-gram nodes depend on the activation of letter nodes
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representing the constituent letter and the difference of time between the firing of those
nodes. Later, Whitney [Whi08] proposed several refinements to the model based on the
evidence for a special role of external letter and sequential behavior of letter activations.
For example, the input string ‘CART’ first activates the bi-gram ‘*C’ (when letter node
‘C’ fires), then ‘CA’ (when ‘A’ fires), ‘AR’, ‘CR’, ‘RT’, ‘AT’ and ‘CT’ and then ‘T*’, where
‘*’ shows the presence of ‘space’. Due to the effect of temporal separations, bi-grams ‘*C,
CA, AR, RT, and T*’ get the maximum activation level.

Bi-gram encoding is a basic and simple way to include the contextual knowledge. In the
present work, the contextual knowledge is included by using letter bi-grams. The bi-
gram knowledge is implicitly built during character level hidden Markov models (HMMs)
training. A brief description about selection of HMMs topology and training is already
provided in Section 4.3.5.

4.5 Experimental Results and Evaluations

The proposed OCR system is evaluated on degraded text lines extracted from UNLV-
ISRI document database. A subset of 1, 060 text lines is used in evaluation. The text
lines contains major degradations like noise, broken or merged character instances and
lots of variations in terms of fonts, fonts sizes and font styles. Some representative input
text line images and OCR output of the proposed method are given in figure 4.11.

The performance evaluation is carried out by computing percentage of character recogni-
tion accuracy (CRA%). The CRA is determined using edit distance operations [Lev66].
Edit distance counts the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions by comparing
the OCR output with the ground truth text. The CRA% is computed using the following
equation.

CRA% = N − ED

N
× 100 (4.11)

Edit distance = ED = I + D + S (4.12)

where N = total number of characters, I = insertions , D = deletions, and S =
substitutions (with equal cost).
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OCR: sity in pounds per cubic foot (or kilograms per

(a) GT: sity in pounds per cubic foot (or kilograms per , D = 0, S = 0, I = 0

OCR: ture content" shall be termed "maximum

(b) GT: ture content" shall be termed "maximum , D = 0, S = 0, I = 0

OCR: ceiling, as in a prison cell. Two concealed

(c) GT: ceiling, as in a prison cell. Two concealed , D = 0, S = 0, I = 0

OCR: VER TICAL IMPLACEMENT OF WASTE

(d) GT: VERTICAL EMPLACEMENT OF WASTE , D = 0, S = 1, I = 1

OCR: to America’s Old West The winner A tie. Both are by world-

(e) GT: to America’s Old West. The winner: A tie. Both are by world- , D = 1, S = 1, I = 0

OCR: beight above grmund varies from wind station to

(f) GT: height above ground varies from wind station to , D = 0, S = 2, I = 0

Figure 4.11: Representative text lines and proposed OCR performance.
OCR = output from the proposed OCR method, GT = ground truth,
D = deletions, S = substitutions and I = insertions.
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Table 4.1: Confusion matrix for top confusions during OCR.
n , a m . t O l S 1 d s $ o P i ~ r 8

n 2774 0 0 56 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
, 0 438 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 3320 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 15 0 0 4 0 0
m 13 0 0 947 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 0 12 0 0 509 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
t 0 0 1 0 0 3558 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 10 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 2 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1631 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 132 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 124 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1468 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0
s 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 2653 0 0 0 1 0 4 0
$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4

Table 4.2: Top deletions and insertions during OCR.
Character Deletions Insertions

space 106 49

l 11 1

i 9 2

I 7 3

. 7 2

, 5 3

: 4 0

f 4 2

S 4 0

m 4 2

~ 1 4
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The system achieves 98.41% recognition rate (N = 51, 261) on the test set. There are
total of 817 (D = 207, S = 525, I = 85) errors. Most of the errors are due to deletions
(106 times) and insertions (49 times) of space. Other top confusions and deletions are
given the Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

To compare the recognition performance with other contemporary OCR systems, ABBYY
FineReader 10 professional [ABB11], Tesseract 3.1 OCR engine [Smi07] and OCRopus
0.4 [Bre08] OCR systems are evaluated on the same test dataset. ABBYY FineReader
is evaluated by using “English“ settings in batch mode for all the text lines. Tesseract
is evaluated in line-wise mode with default options. For OCRopus, the evaluation is
performed using segmentation based recognizer. The recognizer internally uses the same
AutoMLP classifier for recognition of segmented characters.

Additionally, two segmentation free HMMs based OCR systems are developed as a base-
line to compare the performance of the proposed method with standard state-of-the-art
HMM based segmentation free OCR approaches. The baseline HMM OCR systems are
trained on the same training set that has been used for training the proposed ANN/HMM
OCR method. Two different features, plain pixel values and gradient intensity values,
are used in training the baseline HMM OCR systems. The baseline systems share the
methodology that has been used in the development of HMMs based low resolution screen
OCR. A complete description of the features and HMM based OCR methodology is al-
ready presented in Chapter 2. Several experiments are conducted to optimize the HMM
parameters of baseline OCR systems, and only the best obtained recognition results are
reported for comparison.

Figure 4.12 shows the character recognition accuracies obtained from the proposed OCR
system, baseline OCR systems and current state-of-the-art OCR systems on a common
test set of 1, 060 UNLV-ISRI text lines. The proposed ANN/HMM approach gives statis-
tically significantly better performance in comparison with the baseline HMM OCR and
state-of-the-art public OCR systems at character level. The proposed system resulted in
an impressive 61% reduction in the error rate of the baseline HMM OCR and it reduces
the error rates of OCropus and Tesseract by 43% and 30% respectively. However, ABBYY
fine reader (a commercial OCR system) gives higher recognition accuracy as compared
to the proposed method. This may be due to the use of sophisticated preprocessing and
post-processing techniques, and application of the language modeling in ABBYY OCR
system.
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Figure 4.12: Character recognition performances of the proposed OCR approach and
other state-of-the art OCR systems. The CRA% represents percentage of
character recognition accuracy for each OCR system.

4.6 Discussion

This chapter introduced a combined ANN/HMM OCR approach for degraded text line
images. The proposed method avoided complex neural network architectures and com-
plicated global hybrid system training. Rather, the proposed method employed a simple
hybrid architecture in which ANNs and HMMs are trained independently on a com-
mon dataset and the trained models are combined to give segmentation free OCR. The
method used widely adopted multilayer perceptrons to extract discriminative features
from degraded text line images for HMMs training. The neural network is trained on
95 character classes including lower and upper case characters, numerals, punctuations,
brackets, empty space and a special “garbage” class. The novelty of the proposed method
is to provide a line scanning mechanism in which text lines are traversed serially from
left-to-right and neural features –as posterior probabilities– are extracted by analyzing
contents of a contextual window. The neural features are further processed by character
level HMMs to give segmentation free open vocabulary OCR. In the approach, input
text lines were normalized using a novel normalization method in which typeface char-
acteristics of the constituent letters are maintained after normalization of the text line.
Language context is incorporated into the system using character bi-grams that have
been learned implicitly from ground truth text. Interestingly, the proposed approach
also realizes several cognitive reading based strategies like eye fixations, serial scanning
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OCR:
705 FORRAT(’ DESIRED STRESS CONTROL FERCENTAGE” r 12 ~~~ F10 ~~~ 9

(a) GT: 705 FORMAT(’ DESIRED STRESS CONTROL PERCENTAGE ’,12X,F10.3,$ , D = 0, S =
11, I = 4

OCR: 10. Svanhoirn B. O. Permson P. A. and Larsson B. Srnooth blarting

(b) GT: 10. Svanholm B. O. Persson P. A. and Larsson B. Smooth blasting , D = 0, S = 5, I = 2

OCR: Lithmis vanine. Ae. tmyer. U.3. aur wser 7901,1974, 38. 8.

(c) GT: Lithonia granite. Rep. Invest. U.S. Bur. Mines 7901, 1974, 38 p. , D = 6, S = 16, I = 0

OCR: near Lake Tahoe, held in by a compound loop of terminal DiOtilBPR 19799

(d) GT: near Lake Tahoe, held in by a compound loop of terminal moraines, is the , D = 1, S = 13, I =
0

OCR: Convict, and Donmer lakes are similar. Only a few of the Sth8280~~~~

(e) GT: Convict, and Donner lakes are similar. Only a few of the smaller and , D = 0, S = 12, I = 0

OCR: fivorire deposirs ~ith munerous generic processes

(f) GT: fluorite deposits with numerous genetic processes , D = 0, S = 8, I = 0

Figure 4.13: Proposed OCR system performance limitations. (a) to (c) severely degraded
text lines, (d) and (e) nonuniform skew at the end of text lines, and (f) italics
with degradations.
OCR = output from the proposed OCR method, GT = ground truth,
D = deletions, S = substitutions and I = insertions.
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of text lines, neural processing and contextual analysis during OCR. The system did not
use any post-processing or language modeling and evaluation results are reported in terms
of character recognition accuracy. Evaluation results reveal that the proposed OCR sys-
tem outperforms the state-of-the-art open source OCR systems and baseline HMM-based
OCR systems, and gives statistically significant improved recognition accuracy. Most of
the recognition errors are due to insertions (49 times) and deletions (106 times) of space
and n confused with m (56 times). Usually, space is not consider as an important alpha-
bet in other OCR systems because most OCR methods recognize the isolated characters
and space can easily be ignored. But the presented approach recognizes the complete
text line without character segmentation and space is treated just like other alphabets
in the system. The confusion of n with m is mostly due to the disambiguates caused
by broken “m” from upper left corner of the character. Generally, the recognition errors
are occurred due to sever degradations, presence of nonuniform skew and degraded italic
styles in the text lines. Figure 4.13 shows such example text line images and recognition
output of the proposed system.



Chapter 5

Visual Recognition of Permuted
Words

Previous chapters of this thesis presented approaches to solve different problems in
OCR from engineering perspective. In this chapter, in contrast, a behavioral study
that deals on how cognitive system works in visual recognition of words is presented.
Visual recognition of words is a nearly analogous cognitive process to OCR that
involves decoding of printed symbols into meanings. Studying the cognitive reading
behavior may help in building a robust machine reading strategy. The work is
motivated by an Internet meme that suggests that people can read permuted or
jumbled words as easily as normal words, provided the first and last letters of
permuted words are at their original position. This chapter empirically investigates
whether the reading of such permuted words and normal ones are based on the
same underlying cognitive mechanisms. A hypothesis is proposed that reading of
words and permuted non-words are two distinct cognitive processes and people
use different strategies in reading normal and permuted text. The hypothesis is
tested by conducting psychophysical experiments in visual recognition of words
and permuted non-words. The experiments involved a slightly modified lexical
decision tasks of Latin and Cursive scripts languages (English, German and Urdu).
Participants had to categorize permuted or normal words (animal names) as birds
or non-birds. A response time and recognition error rate analysis show that it
takes longer to recognize permuted non-words compared to normal words. The
error rate is also higher for permuted non-words. The results support the presented
hypothesis and the findings are consistent with the dual route theory of reading.

111
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5.1 Introduction

An important distinction in building OCR system is the use of segmentation based or
segmentation free character recognition approaches. Segmentation based or analytical
approaches work by segmenting words into characters, recognizing the individual charac-
ters and providing a word level interpretation using a dictionary or lexicon. In contrast,
the segmentation free approaches or more precisely holistic approaches treat the words
as single entity and words are recognized on the basis of features from the overall word
shape. The holistic approaches are partly inspired from early psychological studies of
human reading and models of visual word recognition that suggest that words are cogni-
tively recognized as a whole. This chapter investigates a bit more in this direction and
presents some psychophysical experiments in visual recognition of words and permuted
non-words.

The study 1 is motivated by following meme circulated over the Internet [Dav09]:

“Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it doesn’t mttaer in waht oredr
the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at
the rghit pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm.
Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a
wlohe.”

The meme does not have any existing bases in research and does not belong to Univer-
sity of Cambridge. However, an empirical investigation about the underlying cognitive
behavior of reading permuted text may leads to formulate basis for the improvements in
OCR technology. It is somehow true that humans, as general pattern solvers, are able
to read permuted text but underlying cognitive process of reading permuted and normal
text may or may not be the same. One of the goals of this work is to prove or disprove
the statement presented in the meme. A hypothesis is formulated that recognition of
permuted non-words (“Aoccdrnig” is misspelled –three letters have been permuted– but
people are still able to read it as “According”) and normal words are two distinct cognitive
processes and people use different strategies in handling permuted words as compared to
normal words. The study is presented in the context of dual route theory of reading and
it is observed that the obtained results are consistent with the dual route theory. The
data supports presented hypothesis that there are distinct processes underlying the cog-

1A part of the study is based on the author’s work in [RSB10c]
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nitive behavior for reading words and permuted non-words. It is suggested that the word
recognition process by a skilled reader is carried out via the direct route i.e., orthographic
to recognition while the recognition process for permuted non-words follows the indirect
route i.e., orthographic to phonology to recognition.

In the past years, many interested experiments have been reported to study the jumbled
or transposed letter (TL) effect in various tasks like lexical decision, naming, seman-
tic categorization, orthographic priming, and silent reading [And96], [Cha79], [PL03a],
[PL03b], [PL04], [DB04]. Rawlinson [Raw07] conducted a series of experiments to deter-
mine the significance of letter positions in word recognition during his Ph.d. One of the
objectives of his research is to examine the current theories of the time, which included
the idea that words are recognized through shape. Recent experiments in masked prim-
ing effect showed the robust form orthographic priming effects when primes and target
words shared the same letters but in different order. The phenomenon is referred to as
transposition priming which shows that primes build by transposing two adjacent letter
in the target word (e.g. “gadren” is used as a prime for target word “garden”) facilitate
word recognition compared with the other controlled primes [PL03b, SG04]. Interest-
ingly, Perea and Lupker [PL04] found that the transposed letter priming effects are not
restricted to the transposition or permutation of adjacent letters in the word and non-
adjacent transposed letter non-word prime gives robust priming effect in comparison to
the orthographic controls, e.g., caniso-CASINO vs caviro-CASINO. Furthermore, they
analyzed that the non-words created by permutation of adjacent letters are highly like to
the base words. For example it is also concluded from various experiments that the trans-
posed letter “jugde” is much more similar to its base word “judge” than the substituted
letters non-word “junpe” [JRP07]. Perea & Lupker [PL03a, PL03b] also examined the
difference between transposed letter internal “uhser” and transposed letter final “ushre”
non-words in priming base word “usher”. They found that the transposed letter internal
primes have strong effect in comparison to the transposed final primes and substituted
letter primes. They also concluded that the transposed letter final non-words are not ef-
fective at activating semantic information from their base words. Rayner et al. [RWJL06]
reported that a change in the position of first or last letter of words in a sentence causes
delays in reading in comparison with normal text (26% decrement in speed of reading for
transposition of first letter and 36% decrement in speed of reading for transposition of
last letter).

In this work, three different languages –varying in script, writing directions, fonts and
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Individual Alphabets  Urdu Non-Permuted Urdu Permuted English
Translation

اا ڑڑڑ  وو  اا یء گ ھ  ڑڑ ی  دد  اا ڑڑڑ اای گ یی ڑڑ دد اا ڑڑڑھ دد گی Hippopotamus

ڑڑ وو  خ 
خ

ڑٹ ی  خن  وو  چخ ی  ڑڑ چن خ ڑڑ چن ٹ Anteater

اا خن گ ھ  ڑڑه س  اا بٹ  ڑڑه س  اا بی اا بنھگ  Stag

وو  ڑڑ خن گ  ک ی  وو ڑر خنگ یی ک ڑرگ  خن ین ک Kangaroo

Figure 5.1: Urdu words in permuted and non-permuted forms. The visual appearance of
each alphabet changes with the change of its position inside the word resulted
in overall word shape degradation.

orthography– are selected to compare different visual aspects in reading behavior of peo-
ple for permuted non-word strings. Psychophysical experiments are designed to deter-
mine the effect of letter permutation (shape distortion) in visual recognition of words
taken from English, German and Urdu. The German and Urdu subsequently add more
complexities relative to English in terms of grammar and orthographic structure. For
example, German has many more grammatical endings and compound words, and Urdu
has entirely different orthographic structure. Urdu is a cursive script language which is
written from right to left, letters have connections to each other and individual letters
lose their basic shape when they merge with other letters to form a word. The final
shape of each letter is dependent on its position (beginning, middle, or end) within the
word and shape of the letter changes with the change in its internal position. Therefore,
in case of Urdu, global word shape is highly dependent on component letters and their
positions inside the word. The change in letter positions entirely changes the overall
shape of the word. Figure 5.1 shows the shape variation of of Urdu words in permuted
and non-permuted forms along with individual alphabets.

5.2 Literature Review

The early theories of visual word recognition suggest that words are recognized as a whole,
on basis of their shapes, and not in terms of their component letters. Cattell [Cat85,
Cat86] is considered to be the first to propose the word shape model. This model posits
that words are recognized as complete units by visualizing the ascending, descending and
neutral patterns of individual characters. These patterns only exist in lowercase text due
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to the presence of ascending and descending portions of text. Word shape model is also
supported by studies done by Woodworth [Woo38], Smith [Smi69], and Fisher [Fis75],
who found that people can read lowercase text 5-10 % faster than uppercase text.

Another theory is that words are formed by letters in a word and this letter based
information is used to recognize the whole word. Gough [Gou72] proposed that words
are recognized serially letter by letter from left to right. Analytical models such as the
search model [For76], the interactive-activation model [MR81], the activation-verification
model [PNMS82] and the multiple read-out model [GJ96] assume that information about
visual word shape is lost early in the process of word recognition, therefore the particular
word shape is irrelevant to this process. However, Rayner and Pollatsek [RP89] have
concluded from the results of many studies that both types of processing (holistic and
analytic) are involved in visual word recognition. Besner and Johnston [BJ89] proposed a
multiple-route model and they suggested that a lexical decision response can be achieved
by three routes:

• using a visual familiarity assessment i.e via global word shape

• using an orthographic familiarity assessment based on overall lexical activation in
the orthographic lexicon

• word identification on the basis of letter-level codes

There is another debate, whether words are read via one of the following routes: one,
on visual basis where meaning is computed from orthographic patters or spelling and
two, on phonological basis where a spelling leads to an internal phonological pattern
followed by meaning. These two routes of reading have traditionally been termed direct
route (orthography-to-meaning) and phonologically mediated lexical access or dual route
(orthography-to-phonology-to-meaning). Marshall and Newcombe [MN73] were first to
express these ideas in box-and-arrow model of reading and later on Baron [Bar77] provided
a further explanation.

Despite of all these models and debates some researchers argued that visual objects
(words) are recognized by spatial frequencies rather than collection of visual features
for example, Gervais et al. [GHJR84] showed that letter confusions are better predicted
by spatial frequency rather than visual features. Allen [AWW95] proposed the holistic
model and suggested that words can be formed either via letter-level codes or via word-
level codes in which âĂĲthe spatial frequency pattern of whole wordâĂİ is the basic unit
of analysis. Recently, Allen [PAL+09] proposed a multi-stream model having a lexicon for
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decision about word recognition based on spatial frequency information. According to this
model different channels respond to different aspects of stimulus, i.e. words are recognized
from lower frequency components and letters are recognized from higher spatial frequency
components. The word recognition process tends to be based on holistic channel, however
recognition can be based on information from analytical channels if stimulus information
is unfamiliar.

How letter identities and letter positions are encoded during word recognition is an in-
teresting question for existing computational models [DB06]. It is generally considered
that the information about the abstract letter identities and letter positions both are
necessary in visual word recognition process, otherwise people are unable to distinguish
between anagrams like stop, spot, post, tops, pots, and opts. Different theories have been
presented in past to describe how letters are encoded during visual word recognition and
existing computational models adopted these theories with no or little modification to
the base theories. Broadly we can categorize these theories into three major classes:
slot-based coding, local-context coding and spatial coding [Gv03].

In slot-based coding scheme, word recognition models assume the channel specific or
position specific coding. In this coding scheme letters are tagged to their positions within
words and each letter is processed independently within its own channel or slot. For
example, word “ACT” has ‘A’ at first, ‘C’ at second and ‘T’ at third position while
in word “CAT” all these letters have different codings based on their positions. This
coding scheme is mainly incorporated by interactive activation (IA) [MR81], multiple
readout [GJ96], and the dual-route cascaded [CRP+01] models. Relative position coding
can be introduced by adding anchor points to the slot-based coding. Colthert et al.
[CRP+01] and Jacobs et al. [JRZG98] proposed two different relative position coding
schemes and proposed to adopt one or more anchor points based on initial or final letters.
For example by Jacobs et al. [JRZG98] the word string “ACT” can be encoded as I =
‘A’, I+1 = F-1 = ‘C’, and F = ‘T’, where “I” and “F” correspond to initial and final
letters.

Local-context coding is mainly inspired from the work of Wickelgren [Wic69]. Wickel-
gren proposed the usage of “wickelphone” to encode the phoneme positions in speech.
Seidenberg and McClelland [SM89a] adapted the concept in form of “wickelgraphs” or
letter triples. According to this scheme word string “ACT“ would be represented by
“#AC”, “ACT”, and “CT#”, where “#” represents the space or word boundary. This
scheme is more consistent with the importance to letter order than the channel specific
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schemes. Mozer [Moz87] includes the nonadjacent letter to the local context as well and
gives the concept of open-trigrams. According to his BLIRNET model the word “ACT”
can be activated with trigrams “_CT”, “_AT”, “AC_” etc. and the underscore tells
that any letter can be inserted at this position. Whitney [Whi01,WP08] presented an
encoding based on open-bigrams that consists on ordered pair of letters. For example
the input “take” is represented by activation of units representing “TA”, “TK”, “TE”,
“AK”, “AE” and “KE”. The activated units do not contain the precise information about
the position of each letter or which letter is next to which. The similar coding scheme
is used by Grainger and van Heuven [Gv03] in which retinotopic letters are converted
into an open-bigram encoding. The open-bigram activations are either 0 or 1 and are
activated by letter pairs having at most two intervening letters. Dehaene et al. [DCSV05]
presented a model that starts with a noisy retinotopic letter array and bi-gram models are
built on top of letter activations. The final processing layer connects the bi-gram letter
units to the word units. Grainger et al. [GGF+06] presented the Overlap Open-Bigram
model (OOB). The first two layers of the model are similar to the layers as proposed by
Dehaene et al. [DCSV05] i.e. retinotopic letter representations with noise and bi-grams.
The retinotopic bi-grams activate abstract bi-grams and these abstract bi-grams activate
words at the next processing level. The model provide improvements in previous models
by incorporating the location invariant encoding and bi-gram activation mechanism. The
model also includes the activations of bi-grams corresponding to letter transpositions.

In spatial coding, that has been used in the SOLAR model [Dav99,DB06], all letter units
are not dependent of position context. In this case the node that represent the letter
“A” should be activated when the input string contains an “A”, irrespective of its serial
position in which this letter occurs in the input word string. The relative order of the
letters in the given input string is encoded by the relative activities of set of letters nodes.
In this scenario different letter ordering results in different spatial patterns of activities for
example the transposed letter words “ACT" and “CAT” share the same set of letter nodes
but have different spatial patterns. In the overlap model presented by Gomez, Ratcliff
and Perea [GRP08], the identities of the letters in a given word string are assumed to be
normally distributed over position. For example in the word “trail”, the letter ‘a’ will be
associated with position 3 but based on the standard deviation it is also associated with
the positions 1, 2, 4 and 5 with lesser degree.
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5.3 Experiments Overview

Various psychophysical experiments were conducted in which visual stimuli of words and
permuted non-words were presented to native speakers of English, German and Urdu
languages. The visual stimuli were common animal names which people usually learn
during their childhood. The task of the subject was to categorize the visual stimuli as
a bird or non-bird. The stimuli were presented for 5 seconds, a duration long enough to
allow word recognition. Permuted non-words were generated by pseudo random trans-
position of internal letters of a word. The letter transposition was done by generating
new position indexes for each internal letter using normally distributed random numbers.
The permutation factor was controlled by a parameter sigma. A higher sigma value led
to letter position indexes with greater distance from its original location as compared
to a lower sigma value. In this work, sigma value of 5 was used for each experiment.
Visual stimuli for selected words and permuted non-words were rendered with the help of
python imaging library [PIL12] and Pango [Pan12] in selective fonts and font sizes. The
presentation of visual stimuli and calculations of responses was done by integrating the
routines from “PsychoPy” library [Pei08] into python code.

5.3.1 Experiments in English: Cursive and Times Fonts, Up-
percase and Mixed-case

Method

Participants. Eighteen students at the University of California, Merced, volunteered
to take part in the experiment for partial course credit in an undergraduate psychology
course. All participants had normal or corrected-to- normal vision and no dyslexia. They
were naive to the purpose and nature of the experiment, and gave informed consent in
accord with the policies of the University of California, Merced, committee for the pro-
tection of human subjects, which approved the experimental protocol. Subjects were
divided into two groups for two different font types “URW Chancery L” and “Times”.
“URW Chancery L” is a cursive font and is selected to match the flow of Urdu font. Nine
people with mean age of 20 years participated in “URW Chancery L” experiments and
nine people with mean age of 22 years participated in “Times” font experiments.
Material. Twelve native speakers of English provided names of animals that they learned
as a child and 98 most common names were selected for this study. The length of words
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Table 5.1: Response times for English words and permuted non-words in mixed-case,
“Times” font. M = mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N = total
number of samples, and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
0.764 0.397 303 8.91 0.987 0.632 573 17.63

Syllables
<2 0.784 0.444 204 6.86 0.912 0.608 134 12.69
>=2 0.723 0.273 99 13.13 1.010 0.638 439 19.13
Letters
<6 0.772 0.4185 258 9.30 0.956 0.634 160 18.13
>=6 0.721 0.236 45 6.67 0.999 0.631 413 17.43

ranged from 3-11 letters. All the words were passed to the word permutation algorithm
that randomly produces 64 permuted non-words for mixed-case data and 77 permuted
non-words for uppercase data.
Procedure. Procedure similar to the Urdu language experiment was adopted for this
experiment. Two sets of experiments were conducted in English language with two dis-
tinct groups of participants. In first group participants were tested for “Times” font and
in second group for “Chancery” font. Visual stimuli were rendered in uppercase and
mixed-case for both the experiments. Each participant was tested on both mixed-case
and uppercase in two different rounds. The order of the case type was counterbalanced
across the participants.
Data Analysis. Data analysis and plotting of graphs were done in a manner similar
to Urdu. Additional ANOVAs were performed to see the effect of letter permutation in
cursive and normal fonts for both letter cases.

Results

Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the mean response time M, standard deviation Std,
total number of samples N, and error percentage E% for normal words and permuted
non-words for “Times” and “Chancery” fonts of English in both letter cases. Summaries
of response times are plotted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 with respect to number of syllables.
The ANOVA shows comparison of “Times” font with FT imes_mixed, FT imes_upper and of
“Chancery” font with FChancery_mixed, FChancery_upper.
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Table 5.2: Response times for English words and permuted non-words in uppercase,
“Times” font. M = mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N =
total number of samples, and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
0.841 0.510 187 14.43 0.962 0.596 688 11.33

Syllables
<2 0.815 0.485 152 9.21 0.849 0.456 188 7.97
>=2 0.955 0.602 35 37.14 1.004 0.637 500 12.6
Letters
<5 0.836 0.493 151 15.23 0.846 0.419 81 8.64
>=5 0.862 0.583 36 11.11 0.978 0.615 607 11.69

Table 5.3: Response times for English words and permuted non-words in mixed-case,
“Chancery” font. M = mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N =
total number of samples, and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
Mean Std N E% Mean Std N E%
0.873 0.411 306 7.19 1.149 0.612 572 18.71

Syllables
<2 0.830 0.367 207 6.76 1.072 0.548 135 12.59
>=2 0.961 0.479 99 8.08 1.173 0.628 437 20.59
Letters
<6 0.866 0.425 261 8.43 1.088 0.560 161 18.01
>=6 0.910 0.315 45 0.0 1.1732 0.629 411 18.98
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Table 5.4: Response times for English words and permuted non-words in uppercase,
“Chancery” font. M = mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N
= total number of samples, and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
0.868 0.410 188 12.76 1.147 0.660 691 17.65

Syllables
<2 0.843 0.411 152 7.89 1.007 0.497 189 11.11
>=2 0.973 0.395 36 33.33 1.202 0.705 502 20.11
Letters
<5 0.873 0.429 152 13.81 0.995 0.560 81 12.34
>=5 0.849 0.319 36 8.33 1.169 0.670 610 18.36
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Figure 5.2: Boxplot of ‘Response Time’ and ‘Word Type’ with respect to number of
syllables for English “Times” font, uppercase and mixed-case. NP = Non-
permuted, P = Permuted.
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Figure 5.3: Boxplot of ‘Response Time’ and ‘Word Type’ with respect to number of
syllables for English “Chancery” font, uppercase and mixed-case. NP = Non-
permuted, P = Permuted.

Response Time Analysis. Significant differences were found in mean response laten-
cies between normal words and permuted non-words in “Chancery” and “Times” fonts
in mixed-case, [FChancery_mixed(1, 8) = 79.86, p < 0.001], [FT imess_mixed(1, 8) = 19.4, p <
0.001]. Significant difference were also found in uppercase scenario for “Chancery” font
[FChancery_upper(1, 8) = 81.56, p < 0.001] but this difference was less significant in case
of “Times” font [FT imess_upper(1, 8) = 4.30, p < 0.1]. The participants took longer to
recognize permuted non-words than normal words in all the cases as shown by mean
response time latencies in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. A significant effect of num-
ber of syllables (< 2 or ≥ 2) was found in “Times” uppercase for non-words. This is
visible by comparing the mean response time of permuted non-words with number of
syllables ≥ 2 (MT imes_upper = 1.173), number of syllables < 2 (MT imes_upper = 0.961),
and the output of the ANOVA [FT imes_upper(1, 686) = 9.34, p < 0.001] but there was
less significant effect of word length (< 5 or ≥ 5) [FT imes_upper(1, 686) = 3.50, p < 0.1].
There was no effect of number of syllables or word length for normal words in “Times”
uppercase. No main effect of syllables (< 2 or ≥ 2) [FT imes_mixed_non−words(1, 571) =
2.49, p > 0.5], [FT imes_mixed_words(1, 301) = 1.56, p > 0.5] and word length (< 6 or ≥ 6)
[FT imes_mixed_non−words(1, 571) = 0.53, p < 0.5], [FT imesmixedwords(1, 301) = 0.63, p < 0.5]
was found for permuted non-words and normal words in “Times” mixed-case. A signifi-
cant effect of syllables (< 2 or ≥ 2) in “Chancery” uppercase for non-words was found.
This is visible by comparing the mean response time of permuted non-words with number
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of syllables ≥ 2 (MChancery_upper = 1.202), number of syllables < 2 (MChancery_upper =
1.007) and the output of the ANOVA [FChancery_upper(1, 689) = 12.16, p < 0.001]. A
significant effect of word length (< 5 or ≥ âĽě5) was also found in “Chancery” up-
percase for non-words and it is visible by mean response time with word length ≥ 5
(MChancery_upper = 1.169), word length < 5 (MChancery_upper = 0.995), and the output of
the ANOVA [FChancery_upper(1, 689) = 4.97, p < 0.01]. No significant effect of syl-
lables or word length was found in case of normal words for “Chancery” uppercase. No
main effect of number of syllables (< 2 or ≥ 2) [FChancery_mixed(1, 570) = 2.81, p > 0.5]
and word length (< 6 or ≥ 6) [FChancery_mixed(1, 570) = 2.24, p > 0.5] was found
for permuted non-words in “Chancery” mixed-case. However, an effect of syllables
[FChancery_mixed(1, 304) = 6.87, p < 0.01] for normal words in “Chancery” mixed-case
was found but, no main effect of word length [FChancery_mixed(1, 304) = 0.42, p > 0.5] was
found in this case.
Error Rate E%. Error rate shows that participants responded more accurately to
normal words (ET imes_mixed% = 8.91, EChancery_mixed% = 7.19, EChancery_upper% =
12.76) than to permuted non-words (ET imes_mixed% = 17.63, EChancery_mixed% = 18.71,
EChancery_upper% = 17.65) except in the case of “Times” font uppercase as shown in Ta-
bles 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. In recognition of permuted non-words, the overall recognition
accuracy is decreased by 8% for “Chancery” and 3% for “Times” in both letter case types.

5.3.2 Experiments in German: Uppercase and Mixed-case

Method

Participants. Ten volunteer students of Technical University of Kaiserslautern partici-
pated in this experiment. They were naive to the purpose and nature of the experiment.
All participants were male and native speaker of German with mean age of 24.3 years.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no dyslexia.
Material. Three native speakers of German provided names of animals that they learned
as a child and 90 most common names were selected for this study. The length of words
ranged from 4-15 letters. All selected words were passed to the word permutation algo-
rithm that randomly produces 46 permuted non-words.
Procedure. “Times” font was used to generate the visual stimuli for German words and
non-words in uppercase and mixed-case letter case types. A procedure similar to the Urdu
language experiment was employed. Each participant was tested on both mixed-case and
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Table 5.5: Response times for German words and permuted non-words in uppercase. M =
mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N = total number of samples,
and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
1.041 0.497 440 1.36 1.684 1.256 460 10.21

Syllables
<3 1.053 0.538 320 1.87 1.457 1.042 310 7.41
>=3 1.008 0.364 120 0 2.152 1.515 150 16
Letters
<10 1.040 0.516 390 1.53 1.489 1.088 380 7.63
>=10 1.044 0.309 50 0 2.607 1.573 80 22.5

Table 5.6: Response times for German words and permuted non-words in mixed-case.
M = mean response time, Std = standard deviation, N = total number of
samples, and E% = error percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
0.995 0.557 440 2.27 1.571 1.160 460 10.22

Syllables
<3 0.974 0.539 320 1.87 1.395 0.960 310 7.41
>=3 1.053 0.602 120 3.33 1.935 1.426 150 16
Letters
<10 0.971 0.514 390 2.05 1.387 0.939 380 7.10
>=10 1.181 0.803 50 4.0 2.447 1.626 80 25

uppercase in two different rounds. The order of the case type was counterbalanced across
the participants.
Data Analysis. The procedure for data analysis and plotting of graphs were similar
to Urdu except that word length < 10 or ≥ 10 was used for grouping the German lan-
guage words. Additional ANOVAs were performed to see the effect of case type for both
permuted non-words and normal words.
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Figure 5.4: Boxplot of ‘Response Time’ and ‘Word Type’ with respect to number of
syllables for German uppercase and mixed-case. NP = Non-permuted, P =
Permuted.

Results

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the mean response time M, standard deviation Std, total number
of samples N, and error percentage E% for normal words and permuted non-words in
upper and mixed cases. Summaries of response times are plotted in Figure 5.4 with
respect to number of syllables. The ANOVA shows comparison of uppercase with Fupper
and of mixed-case with Fmixed.
Response Time Analysis. Significant differences were found in mean response time
latencies for German permuted non-words and normal words for both case types,
[Fupper(1, 9) = 59.51, p < 0], [Fmixed(1, 9) = 66.536, p < 0]. The participants took longer
to recognize permuted non-words than normal words as shown by mean response time
latencies given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. There was main effect of number of syllables (< 3 or
≥ 3) for permuted non-words in both upper and mixed cases. This is visible by comparing
the mean response time of permuted non-words with number of syllables ≥ 3 (Mupper =
2.152,Mmixed = 1.935), number of syllables < 3 (Mupper = 1.457,Mmixed = 1.395) and
the output of the ANOVA [Fupper(1, 458) = 33.03, p < 0], [Fmixed(1, 458) = 22.93, p < 0].
Similarly, the permuted non-words with word length < 10 or ≥ 10 have the significant
effect on response time latencies i.e. the mean response time of permuted non-words
with word length ≥ 10 (Mupper = 2.607,Mmixed = 2.447), word length < 10 (Mupper =
1.489,Mmixed = 1.387) and the output of the ANOVA, [Fmixed(1, 458) = 62.55, p < 0].
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The differences in response time for permuted non-words are also shown in Figure ??.
There was no main effect of number of syllables [Fupper(1, 438) = 0.39], [Fmixed(1, 438) =
0.18] and word length [Fupper(1, 438) = 0.0021], [Fmixed(1, 438) = 6.3772, p < 0.05] in case
of normal words for both upper and mixed cases.
Error Rate E%. Error rate shows that participants responded more accurately to
normal words (Eupper% = 1.36, Emixed% = 2.27) than to permuted non-words (Eupper% =
10.21, Emixed% = 10.22). In case of permuted non-words the error rate is more for words
having syllables ≥ 3 (Eupper% = 16, Emixed% = 16) as compared to words with syllables
< 3 (Eupper% = 7.41, Emixed% = 7.41). Similarly, recognition error is greater for words
having word length ≥ 10 (Eupper% = 22.5, Emixed% = 25) than words with word length
< 10 (Eupper% = 7.63, Emixed% = 7.10). The overall recognition accuracy is decreased by
11% in recognition of permuted non-words for both cases.

5.3.3 Experiment in Urdu

Urdu [Wik12b] is orthographically entirely different from Latin script. It is mostly written
in Nastaleeq [Wik12a] style and has its root in Arabic and Persian languages.

Method

Participants. Ten students of Technical University of Kaiserslautern volunteered to
participate in this experiment. They were naive to the purpose and nature of the experi-
ment. All participants were male and native speakers of Urdu with mean age of 25 years.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no dyslexia [Dys10].
Material. Three native speakers of Urdu provided names of animals that they had
learned as a child and 75 most common names were selected for this study. The length
of the words ranged from 3-12 letters. All the selected words were passed to the word
permutation algorithm that randomly produces 43 permuted non-words. Visual stimuli
of the words and permuted non-words were generated using Nafees Nastaleeq [Cru09]
font in 36 points font size.
Procedure. Each participant was tested by himself in a quiet room. Before starting the
experiment, brief instructions were presented and verbally described to the participant.
Participants started the experiment by pressing the key “S” on a standard computer
keyboard. Visual stimuli consisting of words and permuted non-words were randomly
presented at the center of computer screen with black background and white foreground.
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Table 5.7: Response times for Urdu words and permuted non-words. M = mean response
time, Std = standard deviation, N = total number of samples, and E% = error
percentage

Words Permuted non-words
M Std N E% M Std N E%
1.479 0.889 316 6.65 2.231 1.311 429 20.75

Syllables
<3 1.480 0.895 306 6.86 2.134 1.254 349 19.19
>=3 1.436 0.713 10 0 2.652 1.470 80 27.5
Letters
<5 1.526 0.929 256 7.81 1.948 1.099 79 25.31
>=5 1.278 0.662 60 1.66 2.294 1.347 350 19.71

Participants responded to the stimulus by pressing the key “B” for birds or key “N” for
non-birds. After each stimulus presentation a wait screen was displayed and the next
stimulus was presented when participant pressed any key from the keyboard. The pur-
pose of the wait screen was to provide a brief pause during the experiment and wait
time was not added to the response time of the user. Each stimulus was presented for a
maximum of 5 seconds. If the participant failed to respond within this time period then
the response was counted as “NULL” response. The response and the response time were
recorded for each stimulus.
Data Analysis. Data analysis and plotting of graphs were done using the R [Hor11] soft-
ware package. Null responses (responses for which participants were unable to respond
within 5 seconds) were considered as wrong responses. The trials in which response time
was less than 100 msec and/or response key was other than ‘B’ or ‘N’ were excluded from
analysis. This resulted in exclusion of less than 1% of total response data. Primary anal-
ysis was to determine the recognition accuracy for words and permuted non-words and
then to analyze the response latencies for each kind of stimulus. Analysis was performed
on the whole set of data making two major groups (words, permuted non-words)l; data
was further grouped based on number of syllables and word length. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed to determine the significant differences in response time laten-
cies for two classes of data. There were three factors in ANOVA: word type (permuted
or non-permuted), number of syllables and word length for Urdu language.
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Figure 5.5: Boxplot of ‘Response Time’ and ‘Word Type’ with respect to number of
syllables for Urdu. NP = Non-permuted, P = Permuted
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Results

Table 5.7 shows the mean response time M, standard deviation Std, total number of
samples N, and error percentage E% for permuted and non-permuted words of Urdu
language. For Urdu language, the words were divided into groups based on number of
syllables (< 3 or ≥ 3) and word length (< 5 or ≥ 5).
Response Time Analysis. It can be observed from the data that the participants
required more time to recognize permuted non-words than to recognize the normal words.
This difference is clearly visible by response time mean for permuted non-words (M =
2.231) and response time mean for normal words (M = 1.479). A significant difference
was found in within subjects ANOVA of response time with respect to permuted non-
words and normal words [F (1, 9) = 79.66, p < 0]. A main effect of the number of
syllables and word length was also found in recognition of permuted non-words. This
is visible by comparing the mean response time of permuted non-words with number of
syllables < 3 (M = 2.134), mean response time of permuted non-words with number of
syllables ≥ 3 (M = 2.652) and the output of the ANOVA [F (1, 427) = 10.38, p < 0.001].
The difference in mean response time for permuted non-words having word length < 5
(M = 1.948) and ≥ 5 (M = 2.294) [F (1, 427) = 4.53, p < 0.01] also showed a similar
pattern. This difference is also shown in Figure 5.5. Any significant effect of numbers of
syllables [F (1, 314) = 0.024] and word length [F (1, 314) = 3.84, p < 0.05] was found in
case of normal words.
Error Rate E%. Error rate showed that participants responded more accurately to
normal words (E% = 6.65) than to permuted non-words (E% = 20.75). In case of
permuted non-words the error rate increased for words having ≥ 3 syllables (E% = 27.5)
as compared to words with < 3 syllables (E% = 19.19). The overall recognition accuracy
for permuted non-words was lower by 31%.

5.4 Discussion

In this study the reading behavior, the effect of number of syllables and the effect of
word length in visual recognition of words and permuted non-words were analyzed. The
difference in mean response time latencies of permuted non-words and normal words
reflects a difference in reading behavior of people for these two cases. This difference
supports the presented hypothesis that there are two distinct processes involved in the
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cognitive processing of permuted non-words and normal words. It can be concluded
that people use direct route i.e. spellings to meaning in recognition of non-permuted
words showed by fast response time and they use the indirect phonological mediated
route (spelling to sound to meaning) in recognition of permuted words. The reason is
that when there is no direct visual pattern to map to mental lexicon then phonology
helps in recognition of this orthographically new pattern by mapping it to some already
familiar phonologically correct word and then mapping it to the mental lexicon. The extra
processing involved in using phonological route to map the visual input is supported by
the delayed responses of participants for permuted words. Recognition accuracy and
mean response time latencies were also significantly affected by the number of syllables
and word length for permuted words but this effect was not found in case of normal
words. Error rate was significantly higher for permuted non-words in comparison with
normal words. These observations reflect the significance of letter positions within a word
and the extra processing involved in recognizing permuted non-words. This suggests that
individual letter positions have significant impact on reading and any change of letter
position within a word makes it difficult to read and understand, resulting in a change of
cognitive strategy to read permuted non-words.

It is observed that people showed similar behavior for orthographically different languages
i.e. people were slower and made more errors in visual word recognition of permuted non-
words in comparison to normal words for three different languages used in this study. This
observation points towards the similarity of cognitive processes when reading different
languages. It is also observed that reading of Urdu is comparatively slower than reading
of German and English, in both permuted and non-permuted forms. This difference in
reading may be due to the visual characteristics of the Urdu script. These characteristics
suggest that there can be a possibility of division of labor [HS04] among two working
components of brain (orthography and phonology) and in case of Urdu, orthography to
phonology to meaning components may be more activated as compared to orthography
to meaning components, resulting in delay of visual word recognition even for normal
words. Another observation is that the error rate in recognition of Urdu permuted words
is significantly increased with the increase in number of syllables or word length. This
is because greater number of syllabic units or number of letters in a word caused more
shape degradation in permuted form. This shape degradation resulted in difficulty of
reading permuted non-words that have more number of letters or syllables. The effect
of global word shape is also observed in reading of mixed-case and uppercase words for
both German and English. The results obtained in this study are also in accordance with
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the presence of Visual Word Form Area (VWFA) [CDN+00] in the rear left-hemisphere
occipital lobe to recognize familiar words and phonological processing besides the visual
word recognition of words and anagrams [KPM+04].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis presented a number of contributions in the field of document image analysis,
optical character recognition (OCR) and cognitive reading research. The main objective
of this thesis is to develop an OCR system for the recognition of degraded text with
varying fonts, font sizes and font styles. This is achieved by building a novel segmenta-
tion free OCR methodology using a combination of hidden Markov models (HMMs) and
artificial neural networks (ANNs). In addition, the thesis presented novel applications
of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and HMMs for document image preprocessing
and OCR of low resolution text. Furthermore, the thesis introduced novel psychophysical
experiments to determine the effect of letter permutation in visual word recognition of
Cursive and Latin script languages.

First, the thesis presented novel applications HMMs-based segmentation free OCR ap-
proach for the recognition of low resolution screen rendered text. The approach achieved
character recognition accuracies that are significantly better than the performance of ex-
isting OCR systems and reached near to the performance of specialized low resolution
character recognition method [WKJ06]. The approach yields above 98% recognition ac-
curacy on screen rendered text lines using two types of features. This is 23% more in
comparison with the performance of Tesseract OCR engine [Smi13]. Then, the thesis
presented a discriminative learning approach for document image analysis using CNNs.
The evaluation of the approach on different image processing applications demonstrated
the discriminative learning capabilities of ANNs. The proposed framework is used in
application to script recognition and orientation detection of various types of document
images. The evaluation of the approach resulted in above 95% script recognition accu-
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racy at connected component level for ancient multi-script documents and 100% page
orientation detection accuracy for Urdu document of variable page layouts.

Based on the performance of ANNs and HMMs in different image analysis and recognition
applications, a combined ANN/HMM OCR approach is introduced for the recognition of
degraded text. The approach used a text line scanning mechanism in which a specially
trained ANN is employed for the extraction of discriminative features from the input
text line. The output of the ANN was decoded by HMMs to provide segmentation
free recognition of complete text line image. The system achieved significantly better
recognition accuracy at character level and resulted in a 30% reduction in error rate
as compared to GoogleâĂŹs Tesseract OCR system [Smi13] and 43% reduction in error
as compared to OCRopus OCR system [Bre08], which are the best open source OCR
systems available today.

Further, the thesis presented a hypothesis about visual recognition of words and permuted
non-words inspired by a circulated Internet meme [Dav09]. The hypothesis was tested by
conducting psychophysical experiments in Latin and Cursive languages with an objective
to determine the effect of letter permutation and shape distortion during visual word
recognition process. Experimental results supported the hypothesis that recognition of
words and permuted non-words there are two distinct mental processes and people use
different strategies in handling permuted words as compared to normal words. The
results also concluded the importance of letter unit identities and their positions within
the word during reading, and deduced that change in letter positions within word (letter
permutation) requires more information to be utilized in visual word recognition process.
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